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lntellect11al Liberty?-lnnocent at the Telephone-Yo11th
and the Economic Future- o lf7 ar Today-The Darkness
Deepens-The Silly Season

proportions and man is finding out
that his vaunted "liberty" has set
loose the forces of unbridled license.
Exchanging the Scriptural account of
Creation for the vagaries of organic
evolution, the "human mind" indeed
sees "its background in a history immensely prolonged," back to the primordial germ in the slime mold, with
its baffling demand for an explanation
of the existence of the principle of
life which neither Viscount Samuel
nor' any evolutionistic scientist has
ever been able to give. When the "intellectual liberty" of the human mind
demands the acceptance of the fantastic theories regarding this question,
as propounded for instance in the recent book of Dr. A. I. Oparin (The
Origin of Life), then "intellectual liberty" stretches even ordinary human
credulity to the breaking point. And
if, in his fancied emancipation from
the Day of Judgment, Viscount Sam-

Intellectual Liberty?
VISCOUNT SAMUEL, speaking
over the British Broadcasting
C?~~any's network on "Shaping our
Civ~ltzation," speaks of the enlarged
horizons which men have today since
they have abandoned Christianity.
One paragraph is luminous, "When
the cause of intellectual liberty had
won the victory, the scope of the huran mind speedily expanded. It no
anger felt itself, to quote a sentence
of_ Mr. H. G. Wells, 'boxed-in imaginatively by the Creation and the
Day of Judgment.' It saw its background in a history immensely pro~onged, and visualized an almost
oundless future."
A sorry "victory" indeed the "cause
of ·
intellectual liberty'' has won. The
hollowness of this "victory" is becoming more evident every day as the
problems of man approach menacing
1

2
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uel •isu liz for the hum n rac "an
almost boun le
future " ~ hy the
qu lifying · · lmo t"?
hy i it not
definitely an simply •· oundle " ?
Doe the human min , e en in he
ec tatic throe of "intellectual liberty,"
recognize in its urrounding the germ
of death?
hy doe not this professedly liberated mind of man dare to
claim iruinity for its habitation? Viscount Samuel and his ilk had better
let the events of their own generation
speak to them. The modern human
mind, which boasts of having emancipated itself from the direction and
control of God, is inordinately perturbed over the disastrous conditions
which its "liberty" has fashioned. The
tremors of its terror pervade every
phase of human thought and activity.
It has been made frantic by its selfcreated problems. For these there is a
solution only with God, who has indeed "boxed in" human life by "the
Creation and the D ay of Judgment,''
but who has illuminated this span of
time by the g reat work of Redemption. Incidentally we claim fo r this
conception of life more reasonableness and infinitely more comfort than
Samuel's "intellectual liberty" can
provide.

Innocent at the Telephone

QNE should not look down one's
nose at the people of former
generations- if they did wear funny
clothing and think that a drug store is

uy

rugs. Such

hin
houl not b held against
h m for they imply id not know
n be ter. t i , ho e er perfectly
prop r to remark that their lives were
urpri in Iy comfor l
in comparion

ith our . omfort- true downy,

ilky comfort-i the distinctive characteri tic of our day.
This fact came home to me last
week, and it was on this wise. I was in
Chicago, and before leaving I wanted
to do a little telephoning. So I went
to the Union Station an hour and a
half before train time and managed to
get into telephone booth No. 8. I bad
a little trouble easing my grip in, and
I balanced my brief-case on the eight·
inch shelf under the instrument. As I
crammed into the fa r corner to close
the door, I heard the thin woman in
No. 7 say, "Said I to her, They wear
them loose in the collar this year, but
not that loose, and besides .... " Here
the chunky m an in No. 9 remarked,
" That's just a pain in the neck to rne.
Where do you suppose I get off?"
I oriented myself in my bo~th.
T emperature about 112. N asal ~tun·
uli: odors of gum, cigarettes, onions,
Italian balm, crackers, Odor-o-no, and
seven or eight others ; also, just the
ghost of a smell of chrysanthernutn,
probably from last Christmas. A thre~watt bulb burned, as cheerily as it
could somewhere. As I reached for
'
. I
the telephone directory on its chain,
. 't
heard No 7 say ''You know she 1sn
.
'
'd
any better than she ought to be. I sa1
to her, You sweet lamb, you, .. •"!he
bulb was cunningly placed so that the

Jul
shadow of my head al ay mo e to
the spot where I a try in to r d.
The telephone people are uch practical jokers! I ciroun ented th m on
that by holding the book high as I
could and looking up. Fortunately I
have strong eyes.
I wanted to call my friend ueller.
When I felt sure that I had found the
Muellers, I do ed my eye a while-then quickly popping them open and
looking. However, I saw that I had
not found the Muellers, but the Grigsbys. I tried three more times further
refining my methods. My per~piratory
system was working more and more
efficiently, but I made little progress
otherwise. I found myself among the
Rosenbaums, then with the Lamberts,
and finally there was a Hoolahan
whose first name seemed to be John.
By this time I knew how the bronze
boy in Lincoln Park feels when the
water is turned on in the sea shell that
he holds over his head. It was quite
odd how the trickle that ran down my
neck swerved to the right under my
shoulder blade. I decided to forget
about Mueller and call my wife. I
Wouldn't have to look up that number. Since I didn't know what the
long-distance charges were, I took out
a quarter, two dimes and two nickels
a~d held them in ~y right hand. A
nickel connected me with the opera~r. I gave the directions and waited.
efore long she said, "Thirty-five
c~nts, please." Since I am about the
s~ze of Napoleon, I have to rise to the
~ips of my toes to reach the coin slots.
reached, but as I tried to shuffie one
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of the dime into position the quarter
and the remaining nickel came to life
and lid do n my slee e. They
reached my boulder and there separated. My mind promptly divided and
folio ed their further journeys. The
operator intoned again, "Thirty-five
cents, please."
The nickel ent straight down,
kimmed my right kneecap with a
touch as light as an angel's kiss and
then holed in in my sock. The quarter
slid across my wishbone and came to
rest on my left hip. I laid down the
receiver and attempted to sneak up
slowly on the quarter without disturbing it. I tried meanwhile to preserve the proprieties. The woman in 7
sounded to me like a member of
W.C.T.U. By and by the receiver said
something which I couldn't hear
plainly because my ears were full of
water. I picked it up and inquired. The
operator asked, "What's the matter?"
and I explained, 'Tm trying to get the
quarter. It's on my left hip." She
answered sweetly, "I understand. I
thought it was something like that."
Just then the chunky man bellowed,
"I tell you, you can't fill me full of
alligator milk that way!" "What did
you say?" asked the operator. I responded, "That was the man in No.
9." "Oh!" she said, not any too cordially. Here I slipped on the wet floor
and bumped my briefcase, and it came
down with a terrific clatter. I had
some spoons and things in it; also a
mama-doll for my youngest, which let
out a shriek. The receiver asked,
"What was that?" and I said sooth-
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ly, "That a only my briefca e."
" h," came the re pon , 'Tm gl d
as only that."
At 1 t I had a firm hold on the
coin on my hip, and then it turned out
that it wasn't the quarter, but the
nickel. I told the operator, "That
quarter was really a nickel," and she
said coldly, "Yes, a lot of things
aren't really what they are." That was
a heartless thing to say, and I rejoined,
" I refuse to argue with any woman
but my lawful wife. I think I'll telegraph," and with that I hung up.
By now I was rather deshabille
(which is French or something for
looking like a tramp) , and the man at
the telegraph counter surveyed me
with a twinkle in his eye and asked,
"Did you fall in the river?" I don't
stand for such levity, and so I looked
him straight in the eye from under my
bushy brows, as the ancient Vikings
used to do. He hastily began to scratch
at an invisible speck on the under side
of his cuff and took my telegram in
a humble and subdued spirit.
Then I went outside. A Chicago
drizzle was on. Cool, moist breezes
from the lake fanned my brow. And
it was then that I had the flash of insight that I wanted to tell you about.
I have been a bit slow in getting to the
point. As I looked along the glistening sidewalk, it struck me with what
comfort we walk our streets as compared to our ancestors, who had to
walk on plain dirt and get their shoes
all dusty. That thought cheered and
uplifted me, and before long I heard
myself saying in a perfectly natural

T

oice, · · ake it a big one, and don't
put too high a collar on it."

Youth and the Economic
Future
lf AST year Chas. F. Kettering, presi•
L
dent and general manager of the
General Motors Research Corpora·
tion, wrote an article for the Ameri·
can Magazine in which he spoke hop~·
fully of the future of American bus~·
ness and industry. He addressed_ his
words especially to our American
youth who might be depressed as to
their opportunities in life because of
the muddled economic conditions at
the present time. Mr. Kettering, ~~o
is anything but a long-haired, wtl ·
eyed fanatic, pointed to the many new
inventions that industry is waiting to
manufacture and distribute as soon as
the opportunity presents itself.
Now comes Dr. Harrison E. Bowe,
editor of Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry, and substantiates :Ketter·
ing' s assertions. The eminent doctor
offers an array of new products that
have resulted from recent chemical r;·
searches, such as ethyl cellulose roa e
up in a fiber, a cloth, as a lacquer, a
paper stiffening, and an insulation, to
say nothing of fiber glass which can·
not burn, does not absorb moisture, at·
tract moths, ot rot; and only high bea;
can melt and destroy it. It can be use
for insulation, as a gasket material, an
asbestos substitute, or for lace cur·
tains. He also directs attention to

]"ly 1938
polymerized gasoline, the re ult of a
discovery by which gases, usually
burned at refineries for fuel can now
~e collected and processed idto a gasoline of high anti-knock value. Evidently there are big fields, and great
opportunities, for the youth of our
day. All is not lost.

No War Today

5

Slovakia. For some time the situation
will remain propaganda and bluff on
both sides. The movement of German
troops into Austria resulted in so
many breakdowns in Germany's
mechanized army that there has been
a sudden decline in the spirit of confidence which the annexation of Austria produced. Today it is evident that
the tide of events in Central Europe
may yet be turned in the direction of
peace.

TH~ past month has been unusually important in European affairs.
Czecho-Slovakia remains the touchst0ne of the entire situation. Using
the local elections among the Sudeten
Germans as a starting point the cont d'
en .m? factions provoked a' number
0
f mc1dents which brought Europe
close to the brink of war. It was
a~erted only by the dangerous expediency of a showdown. Great Britain
warned Germany that invasion of
Czecho-Slovakia might mean a European war. In answer Germany hastily
explained that the movements of
troops near the border of CzechoSlovak
f
ta were only the ordinary transer of two divisions from winter to
summer quarters.
Several things are becoming incr~asingly clear. France and Russia
~ 1 ~ probably fight if Czecho-Slovakia
15
invaded by Germany. It is not quite
so ·d
th evi ent, but nevertheless possible,
. at Great Britain will fight if France
1
~ d~awn in. Perhaps most evident of
a 1 ts the fact that Nazi Germany is
not yet ready to invade Czecho-

The Darkness Deepens
][ T IS probable that the general
public is not as conscious of the
gravity of the 193 7-1938 "recession"
as it might be. Apparently we have
become calloused to the presence of
millions of unemployed in our land.
Even though it is not pleasant, it is
nevertheless necessary to point out
that by and large the country is worse
off today than it was in June 1931.
Industrial production in May was 78
per cent of the 1923-1925 average.
Factory employment was 79 per cent
of normal. Three million persons
have been thrown out of work since
autumn. One family out of seven is
receiving some form of public assistance. Approximately 2,600,000 men
are now on WPA work.
A number of observers have predicted a sharp upturn beginning about
July 15. The government spending
program, coupled with the restoration
of business confidence, is to provide
the way out. We shall wait and see.

a d ,
he

r

y u h

By 0. P.

o many cople v ho live as
thou h th y
re no uite ure. Their
mem r hip in th
hur h seems to
b a form of in ur nee again t the outi<l chanc th t the f ith they profess
might pos ibly b true." ...
The young man i right- and he
h gi en me an impos ible task. . • ·
I am unable to demon trate by any of
the known laws of proof that Christianity is true and ab olute . ... In fact,
he was more than half right when he
added that far too many books ha~e
been written on the so-called "evidences" of Christianity. . . . At their
best, these earnest and labored volumes have been able to remove a few
prejudices; at their worst, they ~ave
thoroughly befogged the real issue
between the Christian and the nonChristian. . . . If they argued frorn
the effect to the cause by pointin~
the obvious ethical benefits of Chn 5tt·
anity, both for society and the individual, the opposition could ( an~
did) immediately point to a score 0
instances in which sections of the
Church were aligned with the forces
of injustice, oppression, and greed.
. . . If they attempted to argue frorn
a reasonable concept of God to the
Christian vision of God and tried to
show that in Christianity He has done
what we would expect Him t~ do,
they came invariably and inevitably
upon things which we did not an;
could not expect God to do. · · · h
few nights ago I happened to _be t ;
0
first to come upon a drunk lying

KRETZMANN

"All the trumpets sounded
for him on the other side"
PILGRIM 'S PROGRESS

t?

Heaven and Earth III
§TILL at it .. .. A young man who
has been cut by the acids of
modernity tells me that everything I
have written under the title "Heaven
and Earth" rests at last on the tacit
and unproved assumption of the final
and absolute truth of Christianity.
... "Prove that to me," he said, "and
I am willing to follow you into all the
conclusions you may draw from that
premise. If I were sure of the absolute
truth of Christianity, I would naturally be ready to apply it to all the
relationships of life. In fact," he
8
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the sidewalk. . . . vidently he had
fallen only a moment befo re- the
blood was just beginn ing to trickle
from the spot on hi forehead where
he had struck the edge of the curb.
... As I watched the amused curiosity
with which our world greets the sudden appearance of helple sne the
busy street became a lonely hill and
there was another forehead covered
with blood. . . . It came from thorns.
· • • He fell down too, but only because He was carrying a cross of hard,
coarse, heavy wood-and somewhere
?n that cross were the mis takes ( sins,
if you please) of hered ity and environment which brought that stumblebum to the gutter . . . . To say that
there is an intimate connection between the man in the gutter and the
Man on the Cross is to move from the
levels of logic and reason to the
~ei?hts _and depths of God .... If we
eheve in Christianity at all we must
believe that the man in th; gutter is
th
e reason for the Man on the Cross.
· · · The bond between them is close
a1 warm and eternal. ... And don't
as p us to make that reasonable. . . .
erhaps we should approach this
1 st
t~ and highest mystery in the relaion between heaven and earth more
slowly d
.
an reverently.... It 1s never
easy to explain love even in the hori~~ntal relations of life .... The love
a mother for a wayward child the
Ioyalty
.
'
Of
h
a w1fe to an unfaithful
f ~sband, the devotion of unwavering
dnends- these have never been reth~ced to the rules of logic. ... Turn
s my st ery upward and outward so

9

that it unites hea en and earth with
he nails of a Cro co ers the dictator
in hi ower and the drunkard in his
ain reache the frozen wastes of the
orth, the sultry jungle, the palace
and the hut, the minds of the living
and the hearts of the dying, includes
the music of the spheres and the grief
of a falling sparrow-and you have
th e last and highest mystery of life
and living . . . . To approach it as
though it were another exercise in
logic is to bail the ocean out with a
child's cup .... No, my young fri end,
I cannot explain it. ... It explains us.
. . . As soon as we attempt to turn
the divine love into the narrow channels of human thought, its volume
and power are lost, and what is left is
not worth keeping. . . .
So--I shall make no effort to prove
the assumption on which our view of
heaven and earth rests .... Fortunately, too, God has really made that unnecessary. . . . He has given us the
power, not to understand, but to believe. . . . It is more than passing
strange that some in our generation
should be so blindly reluctant to see
that this is the only way out and the
only way home.... I am not asking
you to believe anything unreasonable.
. . . I am asking, however, that you
recognize that the faith once delivered
to the saints is super-reasonable . .. .
If you believe in God at all, you will
know that His mind is not our mind.
. . . Christianity is the mind of God.
. . . We cannot understand it, but we
can know it, love it, live it, and die
on it. . . . The tangled threads of our

ere attemptin to
down a
ell-ordered philo ophy of life I
would be roundly-an properlydenounced for erecting the super tructure before the foundation as laid .
. . . Perhap the e few note should
have preceded the paragraph on
"H eaven and Earth" in previous issues of THE CRESSET . .. . I ha e,
however, sufficient confidence in your
intelligence to reconstruct the argument as you will. .. . Only-pleasedon't let any academic mind tell you
that all this is anti-intellectualism or
even obscurantism . . . . I will yield
to no one in my admiration for the
achievements of unaided reason, even
though I find some of its vagaries
rather puzzling . . . . All I have attempted to say is that when I have
reached the limits of the library
and the laboratory, I will, so help me
God, take the next step . . .. I will
launch out into the deep where eternal
thoughts and everlasting love lie in
the heart and mind of God .... And
I think you ought to come along ....
There is adventure there, and high
courage, and the music of forgotten
trumpets .... There is a Cross there,
too, and the bitter reality of sin, and
the cold hatred of men for all those
who stand aside from their little ways.

The Pendulum Swings
§URELY one of the most impor·
tant compensations for the mel·
ancholy passing of time and the
inevitability of change is the opP 0 \
tunity to observe the pendulum 0d
thought and life swing back, ever an
. to sanity
. an d sense. . • · Yes-,
agam,
5
terday's crass dogma becomes todaY,
5
hesitant hypothesis and tomorrow
th
subject for apology .... Witness e
retreat of Modernism in our Am;·
ican churches, especially after ;
conferences at Oxford and Edinburg f
in the summer of i93 7; the return
leading educators to something very
much like humanism ; the cornpl:e
reversal of public opinion on e

°

Ji,l
question of guilt in th
and the cau e of our r icipa ion in
it; the change from the jazz n
in
era of the twentie to the ompar ti e
sanity of the thirtie . . . . Iv y the
pendulum swing -and it can nc r
remain long at the point of it
which is farthest remo ed from o .
•. . . Things may not alway be a
simple and clear as "truth cru hed to
earth will rise again," but there i
more of the Phoenix in truth than
we, caught in the veil of our nearne
t? the contemporary world, ometimes imagine. . . .
All this by way of introduction to
two recent books which are cases in
point. ... The first is Heredity and
p I'.
tltcs by J.B. S. Haldane, the Eng.ish biologist. ... Professor Haldane
is. th at rare phenomenon a careful
s
.
'
cientist ~nd a good popularizer. . . .
1n Heredity and Politics he considers
th
e present state of the science of
eugenics and its possible applications
to our corporate life. . . . Remember
way back when eugenics was all the
rage d ·
. an it was good science to be1
ieve that all the problems of man
cou~~ be solved by mating the fit and
tnlizing the unfit? . . . Well, Pro;s~or Haldane says that the "biology
0
inequality" is for scientists merely
a reco ·t·
gn1 ion of the fact of variability
th
-th
at
o e . no two creatures
.
' human or
rwise, are ever exactly alike. . . .
After
tl· .
h
ou mmg what we know of
uman heredity he concludes: "It is
never possible from a knowledge of
a pers ·
. on s parents to predict with
certainty that he or she will be either

r°

1
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or 1 ·
cl qu te
i than the m jorit} ."
\'e the profe ion l euni t out on limb full of termite .
he
in ing pendulum h
c u ht th m quare amid hip . . . .
h econd book i a ne biography of Charle Darwin by Geoffrey
\1 e t, a young
ngli hman
ho
thoroughly di likes modern society.
Hi book ha been greeted ith cries
of pain in cientific journal , largely
because hi thesis i that Charles Darwin is the spiritual ance tor of all the
booted and spurred lust for power
which is directly respon ible for the
chaos of the modern world. . . . In
every sense of the term, Mr. West
believes, Darwin was a child of his
times: "He stated a theory not to be
detached from and singularly expressing the spirit of the century. In the
machine age he established a mechanical conception of organic life. He
paralleled the human struggle with a
natural struggle. In an acquisitive
society he stated acquisition and inheritance as the primary means of
survival." And again: "The essence
of Darwinism, as popularly conceived
and acted upon (italics his) is the
'gladiatorial' struggle for existence,
and, by natural selection, the survival
of the fittest-of those who by whatever means do survive." ... Mr. West
tells again the moving story of Professor Adam Sedgwick's warning to
Darwin when the Origin of Species
was published in 1859.... Professor
Sedgwick told his brilliant pupil that
by apparently eliminating all moral

Th

women everywhere is more than a
mere passive "living through" these
recurring madnesses of men .... The
pendulum swings, but it can also be
swung. . .. The world has bitter need
of those who watch the swinging of
the pendulum from a vantage point
in God ....

Staff's End

WE NOTE in the daily press a
proposal to inaugurate an annual "Johnny Appleseed" week. . . .
The movement has our enthusiastic
approval. . . . Just about a hundred
years have passed since this strange,
half-mythological character wandered
up and down the lanes and paths of
Indiana and Ohio scattering ~ppleseeds. . . . He died March 11, 1847,

utiful monument to
, hio .... One of
u r ori inal and lovable
pioneer h~ mad America great,. he
tra eled thou and of miles sowing
the seed of appletree , warning s_ettlers of Indian r id , friendly to bird
and beast, "heap big medicine" man
to his Indian friends--a mysterious,
sudden apparition on the American
scene .... What we have always liked
about him was his complete and
single devotion to the future .... He
sowed . . . . That was his task. • · ·
Who would reap did not matter. • · ·
Perhaps there is a lesson in him for
our passion for immediacy. . ·. • At
any rate, we shall join happily 1~ the
celebration by eating an occasional
apple-pie in the country of the Wa·
bash and the Miami ....
Note from Heywood Broun: "A
technical objection is the first refuge
of a scoundrel." . . .
We have already noted the appeard
ance of two books which will not fin
room in our formal review coluJ1111 5·
. .. For anyone interested in the de·
vious ways of the industry behind the
little boxes in our homes that fill the
night with music and blurbs for soap,
Cesar Saerchinger's new book Hell~
America would seem to be a goo
prescription . . . . Mr. Saerchin?er, a
typical representative of the m1xt~re
of sophistication and sentimentality
found in all newspapermen, was for
seven years the European represe~ta·
tive of the Columbia Broadcasting
System. . . . His adventures in drag·
ging lions, literary and political, be·

Jul
fore the microphone make good r
ing.... Perhaps his be t tory i the
tale of his frantic att mpt to et Po e
Pius XI to speak o er the Columbia
network. ... There ere all manner
of complicated negotiation ith monsignori, representative , and legates.
• • . Mr. Saerchinger wa ru bing
around madly and frantically-and in
the middle of it all his ew York
~ffice wired the gorgeous advice:
Contact old gentleman direct." . . .
Which reminds us . . . We have

*
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he r no
nd then of people talking
b. ck to the oices that come over the
radio. . . .
e ne er thought e
ould, but the other night an oily
oice a ked, "Can you imagine yourself ever being without Lady Camelia' s ix-Purpose Face Cream?" . . .
To hich we answered with firm coniction, "Ye !"
No more now . . . The maple
beyond our window stands in June
moonlight- and no pencil can do
very much about that. . . .

* *

Woman's Place
"It has been said for many generations that woman's place is
in the home. All right- statistics show, however, that there are
more men engaged in the millinery and hatmaking business than
there are women; there are more men interior decorators than
there are women ; and men are now entering the beauty parlor
profession in great numbers. As far as I know, moreover, there
is no such word in English as 'chefess.' The women eat the food
cooked by men without complaining that men are taking over a
business which rightly belongs to them. Women wear clothes
designed by men without grumbling over losing a profession.
·•.No, women are not trying to take man's place in the business
world." -M1ss EARLENE WHITE, president of the National
Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs.
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''Of recreation there i none
As free as fishing is alone;
All other pa times do no less
Than mind and body both possess.
My hand alone my work can do,
o I can fish and study too!"

H
Izaak Walton, back in
1653, publi bed the "Compleat Angler, or the Contemplati e
an' s Recreation," he
placed the piscatorial art on a classical basis. He modestly sub-titled his
book thus: "Being a Discourse of
Fish and Fishing, ot Unworthy the
Perusal of most Anglers," and gave
it a Biblical motto by quoting John
21 :3: "Simon Peter said, I go a-fishing; and they said, W e also will go
with thee." Furthermore, he offered
as one of the theories on the origin
of angling, that it was Seth, the son
of Adam, who invented it and taught
it to his sons, and that it was handed
down from one generation to another
into modern times. Nor did he fail to
point out our Lord's sanction of fishing, in the lines:

. Caesar d"1v1"ded all Gaul
If Julms

1
into three parts, the inveterate anger
divides all mankind into two clat,
the anglers and the non-ang e~s.
There is perhaps no free-masonry:
all the world comparable to that oft e
.
Universal
Brotherhoo d of Anglers,
d'
JS·
among whom there are no c1ass
lan·
tinctions based on wealth, race,
··
Just
hoW
guage, color, or pos1t10n.
. today
numerous the tribe of anglers is h t
would be difficult to ascertain, but t a
. 1s
. a large one no ob servant person
1t
the
will deny. Nor is it confined to ber
stronger sex, for many a fl:e~s a
of the so-called weaker sex wie ful
facile rod and can play a power ly
small-mouth bass as deftly and su; t
as any man. We have often felt
the perennial popularity of
~s
Train's Tutt and Mr .. Tutt stones
·
lega1
due not alone to the ingenious . d
ability of his lanky, white-hr:r:
warm-hearted hero, but also, an P

"The first men that our Savior dear
D id choose to wait upon Him here,
Bl est fishers were; and fish the last
Food was, that He on earth did taste."

A:

Walton's eulogy of fishing as the
finest recreation has always found
an echo in the breast of devotees of
this art:
14

th\
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haps more largely to th f
thousands of angler of both
find in him a kindred pirit n r •
ceive a vicariou thrill
th y w tch
him ~t his favorite port,
p r ly
handling his rod and taking hi at h
like a true past ma ter of the art of
angling.
However, when we come to consid7r the various kind of angling in
which the members of the U.B.A. indulge, we are apt to find cla s line
dra:"_n as strictly as in religion and
poht1Cs. Your still fisherman i prone
to be out of sympathy with the
fly fisherman. Both look with illconcealed contempt on the angler who
uses a short casting rod and plugs
to snare the elusive members of the
finny tribe. Again you will find deepseated d.iv1sions
··
within these groups :
your_ dry and wet fly fisherman
(which distinction has nothing what;er to do with liquor) ; your angler
. ho holds that fishing for black bass
is th e acme of the sport while anoth er sneers at anything ' but trout ·
yo
.
'
ur still fisherman who considers
earthworms the only proper bait
wh·11
'
e another prefers horse-weed
worms, and a third will use only
shore-m·
h
mnows ; your caster who
folds that the only time to fish is
rom sundown to dark and another
who exercises
· his art only
' in the wee
stn
all hours from midnight to three
~-dM. Then there are those who conSI er riv
fi h.
•
fi h'
er s mg far supenor to lake
. s tng, and still others who specialize
~ deep-sea fishing and boast of having been d ragged around for hours,
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fe ·ico or
th oc an by ome huge mon ter
. In other ord the .B.A.
ent a olid unite front over
the non- ngling h lf of the
hum n r ce but among them elve
th y are a contentiou lot and lo e
nothing better than a knock-downdrag•out argument o er ome fine
oint of angling. Whether it is better
to fi h up or down stream, whether to
u e live or artificial bait, whether to
angle in the early morning or late
afternoon, whether in the light or
dark of the moon-all these questions and many others, are likely to
call forth arguments as heated as
those between groups of fascists and
communists on the relative merits of
their political ideals.
Now if you would go fishing, you
must have tackle. The old legend of
the boy with a home-made pole, a
piece of string, and a bent pin, fi_shing with angle-worms and catchmg
more fish than an angler with a
proper equipment of tackle may be
a good story, but it will not bear the
bright light of actual facts. Three
hundred years ago, Izaak Walton
quoted a rime out of an old fish-book
to show that the angler has to be
equipped for his task:
"My rod, and my line, my flote and my
lead,
My hook, and my plummet, my whetstone
and knife,
My basket, my baits, both living and
dead_,
My net, and my meat, for that is the
chief;

1

h

" ut you mu h e 11
tac lin , and
ice o many
more, ith hich, if you mean to b
a .fi her, you mu t store yourself."
If you ould go in for casting, you
will need a steel or split bamboo
rod of about five feet in length, with
a line and reel, preferably the levelwinding type, and a supply of artificial plugs that are sold under all
sorts of patented names, such as bassoreno, bass-ketcher, jointed pikeketcher, etc. ; or hooks, so constructed
as to enable the fisher to attach to
them live minnows, frogs, pieces of
pork, and the like. The bait is cast
out into the water, a trick that can be
learned only by practice. If you fish
in a lake the casting should be done
at the drop-off or toward shore in
the reeds or rushes ; in a stream one
must learn to locate likely holes where
fish may be lying in wait. No doubt,
some of your fishing friends will offer
advice as to the proper time to fish,
even advising the consultation of a
fishing-almanac, for there are specially prepared calendars that attempt
to foretell, not only the weather, but
also when fishing will be good, fair,
or poor. If you try them, you will
find, in the long run, that all signs
fail in dry weather. Also in wet. You
will be told never to fish in the light
of the moon. We recall rowing for a
brother-in-law who did not believe in
signs and wanted to cast in the _light

ut ten o'clock one
ummer' ni ht. n hi fir t cast into
he h do-. • of th hore, he had a
rik , ithin i f t of the boat, so
1 r e th t it tore a 25- ound test line
if it ha be n thin thread of sewing cotton. on't orry, strikes like
th t one are rare. Remember, how·
er, that the fir t rule, after mastering your ca t, is to ink the hook into
your prey when it strikes. A bass has
an uncanny ability to leap out of the
water, spit out the bait, and give the
hapless angler the raspberry with a
saucy flip of its tail. Casting is good
sport after one has become adept. at
it, but it is not the kind of angling
that is conducive to contemplation.
If you would rather try your hand
at fly fishing, you will require a 6ounce split-bamboo fly-rod, about 9
feet in length, with line and reel and
flies. For wet fly fishing there are
dozens of commercial flies in as many
varieties of colors, and only time and
experience can teach the proper ~se
of them as well as the adept casting
of the long line so as to let the fly
·k
fall gently on the water and s~n
beneath the surface until a submarin~
strike is felt. Then follows the carefuf
bringing-in of the fish with a rod 0
such flexibility as to bend nearly dou·
ble, until the fish is brought clos.e
enough to the boat or shore that it
can be lifted out with a dip-net. Dry
fly fishing, not so old in America :~
wet fly fishing, adds to the sport b t
cause the fly-either oiled or buoya(~f
-floats on the water and results 1
luck is with you) in a top-water strike

Jul
which is not only felt, ut
n n
heard. Dry flie are m e of feather
fur, hair, linen thread , etc. in hap
and sizes to re emble any imaginable
existing or non-exi tin fly in the
world. Nowaday dry fly .fi hermen
vie with each other in making their
own flies, and the more un-fly-like
they are, the greater are the claims
of their prowess. Fly .fi hing, like
casting, is also apt to be a tediou job,
requiring a strong arm and a steady
hand, and it does not easily lend itself to relaxation, and much less to
meditation.
.If you desire recreation together
1th a chance to meditate and study,
in addition to an occasional thrill,
then take up still fishing. You may
not catch fish consistently; you may
not be able to snare as many big ones
as the caster and fly fisher; you may
not cover as much ground and obtain
as much hard physical exercise: but
you will have the benefit of fresh air
and sunshine with a modicum of
bodily exertio~, especially if you do
your own rowing; you will have
wholesome practice in patience, and
amrle opportunity, away from turmoil, for the contemplation of the
gl?ries of Providence in nature. You
Will need comparatively little tackle:
~- stout cane pole, 20-25 feet long, a
tne a few feet longer than the pole,
~ c?rk, sinker, and hook. Unless you
ehberately fish for bass use the long
shank blue gill hook. As to where
;nd how to fish with this equipment,
Zaak Walton's advice on Roch and
Dace fishing is hard to improve upon,

:v
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r any ommon angler company
that fi h
for them and by that
mean learn more than any direction
I can i e you in ord , can make
you capable of."
Hi coun el on perch .fi bing is al o
applicable to other kinds, especially
the 1 t part, "If you fish for a Pearch
ith a imww, then it is best to be
ali e, you ticking your hook through
his back fin, and letting him swim up
and down about mid-water, or a little
lower, and you still keeping him to
about that depth, by a Cork, which
ought not to be a very light one: ....
And lastly, I will give you but this
advice, that you give the Pearch time
enough when he bites, for there was
scarce ever any Angler that has given
him too much."
These somewhat elementary suggestions will be sufficient to start you
out as a fisherman, if angling is in
your blood. If not, you will never be
an angler. They are born, not made.
You may live happily in your own
way, but you will miss something in
life for which nothing else can be a
substitute, and you will never fully
appreciate
Walton's
Fisherman}s

Song:
"Oh the brave Fisher's life,
It is the best of any,
'Tis full of pleasure, void of strife,
And 'tis beloved of many:
Other joyes
Are but toyes,
Only this
Lawful is,
For our skill
Breeds no ill,
But content and pleasure."

tried. The
plied with
i nc

to the
r uspicion
p r onal morals
hi , n • !though his
r
•h n the colli ion took
1 ce the d f n e u ht to establish
th tl , i n
not the man whose
c r kill
• f 1io'\ human, was the
re 1 c u of the c ident. Not only
thi , but the r ord of the prisoner in
the do k could, un r existing rules
of leg l procedure, not be brought before the jury. he prosecution was not
permitte to tell the jury that he ~ad
been fined three times for speeding,
twice for failure to ob erve traffic signals · that he had once been arrested
for driving while intoxicated, and tha~
on this occa ion two persons suffere
bodily injury, and that one of t~es~
spent twelve weeks in the hospita ·
The jury brought in a verdict o~
Guilty, and the defendant, who 1s th
son of a millionaire manufacturer,
· er·
addressed the jurors when t heir v
diet was announced and said, "Gen·
tlemen, I want to thank you for your
fair verdict."
.d
In another case which was wed
about the same time, a car collide f
with a taxicab both occupants ~
which were killed instantly. There is
a stop sign at the corner. There wa~
the wrecked taxicab, whose doors had
to be pried open to extricate the dea
passenger and the dying driver. There
was a witness if that were necessary,
'
. n
prepared to testify that the stop sig
had not been observed. A Police Judge
un
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ALEMBIC
By

THEODORE

GRAEB

ER

"The world cares little for anything a man has to utter that
has not previously been distilled in the alembic of his
life."
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

. _ A Man Is Killed and another
is injured in an accident at a traffic
intersection. Because the town was in
an uproar over a series of deaths due
to reckless driving, the defense secured a change of venue, and the case
was tried out in the sticks. There was
an eye witness to the accident who
saw the car that was struck go "way
up in the air" at the impact, saw the
victim hit the middle of the street and
slide on the slippery pavement until
he landed under his, the witness', car.
Now notice the beauties of jurispru-

No:
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remarked th t the " a
aggravated thi ou t h
But the princip l wiln
who had served a orkh u
And so for thi double killin
reckless di regar of the I
th
fendant wa permitted to pl ad
to a charge of man !au hter an
sentenced to six month in the orkhouse. One need not bl me the ircuit Attorney for thu r ducing deadly
reckless driving alma t to a mere mi d_emeanor; under the existing provis1~ns ?f law he could hardly do otherWtse 1f the criminal as not to go
out scot-free.
A union picket is in the Court of
Appeals after being sentenced to
~erve twenty days in jail for violatmg an order of the Court against
unlawful picketing and violence in
connection with a certain strike. This
ma~ had sent a metal ballbearing from
a slingshot through the windshield of
a_ laundry truck. The defendant was
discharged, since the Court held that
~he original injunction order was void
e:~use-will you read this carefully
- because the union being a voluntary unincorporated ~ssociation is a
non-suable entity; further, that ~s the
~~der :-7as obviously leveled against
. e union, the injunction as affecting
~ts _members and agents was merely
tnc1denta1." I nterpreted th1s
. means
th atth
·
'
. . e un1on cannot be sued because
1t 1s not ·
.
. .
incorporated and even 1f an:.
tnJun .
.
'
. Chon 1s secured against the
union 1·t d
. ,
oes not affect the conduct
of its m b
tanl
em ers and agents! This cery does not make sense.

1
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rin from cert in
· re to pro t the
hen enaltie
v ry h vy nd
hen judge
ner lly gi ing the limit of the
to offender . In n land the e
" riou appeal change of enue
( hich mean trying a ca e where
ople know nothing about it) and
other mean of oftening the rigor of
p naltie , ere reduced or abolished
a the la
became more humane. In
America the original provisions for
giving the offender a chance were
retained after the modes of punishment had been divested of their rigor ;
so that today the entire advantage is
on the side of the criminal. England
had great lawyers who adjusted criminal jurisprudence to the changing
temper of the age, while America
excels in constitutional law but has
never enjoyed the influence of the
highest legal intelligence in the field
of trials for criminal offenses. This is
the chief reason for the horrible record of crime, especially of homicides,
in the United States.

•
Clashes of Opinion. In v~ew
of certain correspondence regardmg
the New Deal, the appointment of
Justice Black, Nazi politics, and other
controversial topics, it may not be
amiss to remind the reader of the
original contract offered to him when
he became a subscriber. The editors
then bound themselves to one joint
responsibility only-that in matters
of faith and doctrine. Outside the

h

ew
Deal nor anti- ew Deal; not pronor anti-Hitler; not for nor against
what some call "capitalism." It does
not presume to offer the last word on
these subjects nor on any other matter
under the sun. Then-why THE
CRESSET? Because there is room for
a magazine which permits the Christian world-view to become vocal in the
criticism of those fields of human
activity which do not directly concern
the Church, yet affect the attitude
which Church people take towards
life. Because there are phenomena in
modern life which call for interpretation from the standpoint of an oldfashioned Christianity, set forth in an
idiom which will reach the outsider.
The reader who is an admirer of
Adolf Hitler will not relish certain
views of Naziism set forth in the
pages of this magazine. But if he recognizes in these views certain features
worthy of the attention of anyone
who above all wants to become clear
in his mind regarding the religious

not promise to plea e you, but to intere t you. We are under no pledges,
in thi editor hip, taken over from
any other field. Except for a common
ground in the teachings of Christianity, we commit no one to the views
or judgments expressed either editorially or in the contributed articles.
If it is asked what value these judgments then can have the answer is,
As much value, and 'as little, as you
wish to attach to them. The question
is not at all, Do you agree ? The question is, Are we living up to our con·
tract ? Does the magazine interest you?
Does it help you evaluate modern life,
its arts, its literature? And may we
add that, while taking this work quite
seriously, the staff looks upon its work
on the magazine as an avocation. It
does not overestimate the function of
CRESSET.

Yet it is a fact that culture consists
not in our professions but in our avo·
cations. We are trying to help create
a background for Christian culture.

~ We See Some Pictures. _'fhis
was in the Art Gallery on the Chic~go
lake front. I had seen the depressmg
exhibition of the puccinello (clown)
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series by iepolo
in low Homer pain in in the corridor,
and next found my lf in th mo rn
room. Let me de ribe one of the
Salvador Dali pro u tion . It ho
over a limitle s pink de rt a intry
sky-and thi ky i superbly done,
is much of the other detail. In the di tance a woman alk aimle ly. To
the right, another woman, but here
her head ought to be there is a bouq~et of roses. In the foreground un~istakably Richard Wagner, seated,
his lower half merging in the .figure
of a dark bearded fellow. Wagner is
watching a man who resembles Zola
lifting the limp edge of a huge white
grand-piano which is flattened out
like a monster omelet on the desert
sa?d. The title: "A Chemist Lifting
with Precaution the Cuticle of a
Grand Piano." What it means-I
haven't the slightest idea. As utterly
meaningless ( to me) are the other
canvasses in the room-by George
Braque, Wassily Kandinsky, and Ferne! Leger, the latter distinctly cubist.
~hat a relief, in the next gallery,
to view Breton's Song of a Lark, and
Dupre's seascapes!
. America still goes in for Dadaism
i~ painting. In the Pittsburgh Carnegie Institute exhibition, Braque's "The
Yellow Cloth" won .first prize. The
Walls of the University of Minnesota
art laboratory are being covered with
; mi~ure of surrealism and cubism
eaturmg exposed bones, decapitated
and X-rayed bodies, squares, circles,
a_nd mystic forms. One picture, entitled "Exquisite Corpse," shows a
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m with head in hand and
fio r growing
here the head
hould be. Close by, a .figure ith
heels inside the skull, a .fish in the
tomach, and X-rayed bones and
brace in the legs.
o tudent of art would condemn
ab traction, even a certain amount of
di tortion in composition. When
George Inness simplified his tree
masses-we are reminded by Henry
Rankin Poore-he led the way to
futurist simplification. But surrealism
is another matter entirely, and the
pity of it is that much of the recent
degeneracy of painting is with us to
stay since it is done in murals. Pictures can be moved to the attic, murals stay.
But the end seems to be in sight.
The Carnegie judges still awarded
seven out of eight prizes to European
exhibitors ; but Europe no longer
takes the abstractions of surrealism
seriously. Of course, in Germany
dadaism is out, completely, by government ruling. What is more significant, France has returned to standard, classical manifestations of art.
A young architect friend of mine attended the Paris exposition last fall.
He says that in all the huge buildings
which housed the collection of paintings not a single example of cubist
or surrealist art was seen. The "moderns" exhibited in a small building of
their own, and the visitors seemed
to take the freakishness of the collection as a joke.
And now, beloved, in conclusion
some modern American prose, con-

I,
·position.
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Ir ady quite

h
rli r Petrocar,
di tin tly a "hor eless car,, h ·in
bu y body mounted

The pity of it is that many who
read this will think that something
must be lacking in their education,
that it doesn't make sense to them. Be
comforted, what you have just read is
simply English prose in a state of
decomposition.

Petrocar 1938. We used to
call it the "horseless carriage." Its
official residence was called the
"stable." "Petrocar," "motocycle,"
even "autofiacre," were some of the
names of the early automobile contending for a place in the dictionary.
A friend of mine has a sales
agency, and merely to emphasize the
beauty and mechanical per£ection of
the new cars, he had installed, in his
show-window, a model 1910. It was
a four-cylindered limousine, and the
original cost had been $5550. You
may have seen the like in the collection of old cars shown in the Chi-

on lid rubb r bicycl
h ls. In the
l 10 mo l n
tylene lamp had
t ken th pl ce of the arlier oil lamp
on the da hboard, and the steering
he l had replaced the curved tiller.
I looke under the seat to see whether
they had install d a steam boiler,
rapped in piano wire to keep it from
exploding, but this was a petro (gas)
car all right, and und r the seat th:re
was nothing but a chest filled with
tools. (A monkey wrench is all you
get with the new cars.) But still there
were the three hand-levers, the three
foot-levers, the rubber bulb to blow
the horn with, and the bell. Com·
pared with this marvel of twenty-eight
years ago, the new models displayed
on the same floor were indeed the
essence of stream-lined beauty.
There was something else that intrigued me, about the 1938 models-:the price. As it stood there, in 1_ts
coat of duco, with a body that will
roll over three times and permit_ the
occupants to escape with their ltves,
with its refinements of driving anj
steering mechanism, its comfort . an
the noiseless functioning of its ei?h~
cylinder motor, this car was pnce f
at $1075. Imagine. Its anc~stor _\
less than thirty years ago, with tired
"guaranteed for 2000 miles," an
speed of 45 m.p.h., demanded what
was then the price of a bungaloWd
The new and vastly improved car ha
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er cnt. The pu lie debt
ha on up from lev n hundred million to more th. n 36 hundred million oll r , or about 3000 per cen .
nd the taxp yer of the state of
ichig n, the home-state of the car
hich I h e b en comparing, paid
m eder l t e in 1910 about .fi e
million dollars, and now pay
323,000,000 nnually, or an increa e
of nearly 6000 per cent. A friend
ho ha pas ed these .figures on to me
a ks,
hich needs reforming-Business or Go ernment?
For all that, the autofiacre of 1938
fails to p erform up to the standards
of my "Franklin" (yes, an orphan
these five years), and so I have sent
out my 1929 model for another coat
of enamel. I hear the Franklin owners among my readers voicing their
approval of this sentiment. Franklin
owners have always been the kind of
people that would subscribe for CR.Es-

ti u .md
Here i a bu in
most unkind-my
,;
will admit that-, und r
(others would ay)
ric of in e tigations by the Admini tr tion. I n ed
not here rehear e hat is on the front
page of every new pap r in the 1 n .
Everyone knows that the go ernment
is telling the automobile in u try in
loud, raucous tones how it i to onduct its business in order that pro perity may reign. Well, here is an
industry that has paid the highest rate
~or year-round employment, that has
1~pr~ved its product through the application of the most advanced engin~ering science, and has done this
while reducing the price of its product a clean four-fifths in less than
thirty years. During the same period
the annual cost of the United States
government has risen from about
seven hundred million dollars to more
than eight billion or more than a

SET.
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Literary Fashions
"We have the same phenomena in literary fashions as we
have in fashions in dress. First, some writer of prestige adopts
a new form; then a few other persons begin to follow suit.
When the crowd has become large enough, the new mode is
recognized as the fashion. The former fashion is ridiculed ;
everybody hastens to abandon it for the new .... That is why
the ranks of our writers are crowded with poseurs and exhibitionists. They neglect the plain warning that the work of the
great masters in any art has never been marked by eccentricity
or perversity."-HENRY HAZLITT.

1,
• ri n
n

h
d I r

lr v
inn t I
Jm n

th m
against
of " mmon property for
ri\' e u e" nd in fa or of Aristo le' i
of " ri • t
roperty for
n
common
u
homa
Aquinas,
the
ri ' c prop rty i
rea e t philo ophic an theological
a a cla are •iciou .
mind of he Roman atholic Church,
more in i tent with h1 "
in di cu ing communi m and private
e e delendam" than
roperty, conclu ed that private prop·
"the capitalis ic tate must be derty i nece ary and according to natroyed." He preached it in sea on
and out of ea on. He became an ture for three rea on : "First, beapostle not only of re olution but of cau e everyone i more solicitous
hate. He ought to inflame the pro- about procurin what belongs to him
letariat with a bitter and violent cla s alone, since each , shunning labor,
animosity. To him more than any- leaves to another what is the common
one else is to be attributed the spirit bu rden of all, a h appens with a mulof hate which is so characteristic of titude of servants. Secondly, because
our times. H e sent out a clarion call, h uman affairs are conducted in a
"Proletariat of all lands, Unite!" more orderly fashion if each has his
" Communists everywhere support own duty procuring a certain thin~,
every revolutionary movement agai nst while there would be con fusion if
extant social and political condi- each produced things haphazard.
tions." And his followers are eagerly Thirdly, because in this way the
obeying their master. The commu- peace of men is better preserved, for
nism of M arx is a very different thing each is content with his own. Whence
from the loving fellowship and com- we see that strife more frequently
munity of goods of the early Chris- arises among those who hold a thing
tians.
in common and undividedly. The
other duty is man's use of them, and
with regard to this a man ought not
The Pro fit lHotive
to hold exterior things as his own,
The idea of communism that it can but common to all, that he m_ay porf
get rid of the profit motive in hu- tion them out readily in time 0
man society and substitute enthusi- need." Russian Bolshevism bas
asm for the communistic state and the proved the truth of these proposiwelfare and happiness of the prole- tions of Thomas of Aquino.
tariat is based on the presumption
Many outstanding communists have

i

Jul
been disillu ioned y •h t th y
in Russia. Amon th
i H·
nent French author n
his book Ret11m from
he gives us some inter in ob erv tions. He tell u ho in the bi
partment store
hop er
it
in
line for hour becau e of the limit d
supply. After i itin one from top
to bottom he found all merchandi e
repulsive. It seemed to be made as
unattractive as po ible so that the
people buy only from dire need and
not merely from des ire. Thi is al o
true of foods, of vegetables and
fruits, although lately there has been
some improvement in the latter. The
Russian explanation of the lack of
~uality is, "Why trouble about it
~.mce there is no competition ?"
What strikes one first is their ( the
people of Moscow's) extraordinary
tndolence. As soon as workers are
l~f~ alone they become slackers." He
visited several houses in a very prosperous kolkholz- a sort of state farm.
"I wish I could convey " he writes
"the queer and depressidg impressio~
produced by each one of these
homes' -the impression of complete
de-personalization." The Russian
peasants did not take kindly to collective farming. They realized that
~hen labor is combined there is no
Justice and equality inasmuch as
drunkards and malingerers manaoe
to}'
b
ive at the expense of the more indus t·nous. The crops fell off tremend_ously. Although Rus~ia is one of the
nchest grain countries in the world
th
ere have been serious food short~

1
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pite the .five-y r plan Ru si
had only one thir more cattle in 193
th n in 192 . It co t about four
time a much to manufacture an
article in Rus ia a it does in the
nited tate . In order to speed up
roduction the profit moti e has been
introduced under another guise.

Commttnism and Cultttre
Bol he i m would in ent new
forms of culture in literature, art,
music, and impose new moral concepts in place of the old, which are
regarded as essentially bourgeois.
T hese are to express the characteristic
spirit of Bolshevism and to be in
h armony with the dictatorship of the
proletariat, the worship of the machine and mass production, and materialistic philosophy. Rene FulopMiller, an eminent Austrian author,
calls attention to this in his book Th e
Mind and Face of Bolshevism. He
writes: " It is not the development of
the soul that can lead humanity to a
true rebirth according to Bolshevism,
but the end is rather to be reached
through the mechanical, external, and
purely cumulative combination of
all individuals by means of organization. Everything that divides the
many from each other, that fosters
the illusion of the individual importance of man, especially the soul,
hinders the higher evolution and
must consequently be destroyed. The
glorious external man is henceforth
to take the place of the inner man;
organization is to be substituted for

I,

justice and mercy than in Russia. Nowhere does so small a minority tyrannize over so immense a population.
The Bolshevists have accomplished
some things. They have made great
strides in education and sanitation.
Great building operations have been
carried out successfully. But what are
these improvements in comparison
with the rule of terror and the moral
and spiritual debasement of a great
people?

* *

luti n in thi country.
n . rim nt ha cured
mcric n 1 b r, th u h unfortuna ly it ha imbi
ome of the
ttitu e of
r o er against prit prop rty an ome of his spirit
of iolence nd
hatred. American labor today e k rather a greater
go ernment control of capitalism in
the intere t of the orker. We are going rather in the direction of fascism.
Communi m is foun d more often
among our youth. Just how much
there is of it, is impossible to tell.
One can hardly attend a natio~al
youth confe rence, or even a university
gathering, where it is not in evidence.
W e do not wonder at this. Thousands
upon thousands of our youth ~ho
have been fitted for life stand 1dle
in the market place. They are a?1·
bitious. They are not satisfied with
CCC camp life and public work jobs.
D espite the Russian failure, the ~ope
still remains that in America it might
succeed. American youth is againS t
fascism. Many are desperate. Calm
reasoning has little or no influenc_e
on men and women in despair. If it
is to survive, capitalistic society m~st
rid itself of the conditions which
breed communism.

*

"Criticism should be the art of separating the good from
the bad and espousing the cause of the good. Contemporary
reviewing is more often the art of separating the good f rorn
the bad and espousing the cause of the bad."-GEORGE JEAN
NATHAN

timbre of this fa cinating memere all
re k to her; but a hurriedly gi en
expl, nation made it po sible for her
to derive much more pleasure from
the performance of the symphonic
poem than he could ha e gained if
he had been too bashful to atisfy
her curio ity. It i more than probable that during the reading of the
ork she focused her eyes and her
ears too rigidly on the double bassoon; yet, in spite of the onesidedness
of her attention, she had added a
decidedly helpful bit of information
to her knowledge of orchestral music.
The next time she hears The Sorcerer's Apprentice or a work in which
the composer calls for the deepvoiced giant of the woodwind clan,
she will be able to listen with a muchimproved sense of perspective.
Now the story about the lady and
the contra-bassoon is by no means
exciting; but it suggests at least one
answer-and an extremely important
answer at that-to the ubiquitous
question: How can I learn to get
more enjoyment out of music ?
Be inquisitive ! It is true that you
may be thrilled no end by the glorious tone of a fine symphony orchestra
even though you may not know the
difference between a piccolo and a
viola. We cannot deny, to be sure,
that many a tired business man who
has been dragged to a concert by an
imperious or a persistently importuning wife, has listened with openmouthed amazement to, let us say,
the glowing tonal sumptuousness
th

r of the orche tr l family
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How Can I Learn To Get More
Enjoyment Out of Music?

J, The members of one of our coun-

try's important symphony orchestras had taken their places on the
:tag~,. and the audience was eagerly
waiting the moment when the noted
co_nductor would step forth from the
wings, mount the podium and guide
the players through the in;ricate score
~f Paul Dukas' engrossingly descrip~ve The Sorcerer's Apprentice. Sudbenly your ~o~me:11tator was nudged
/ a lady sitting m the row behind
im. "Please tell me " she said "the
na
'
'
me of that queer-looking instrumh~nt. I_ have never before seen anyt mg . like. 1·t . " Sh e was pomtmg
· ·
·
the
m
. direction of the woodwinds and
1t W
'
f _as soon apparent that she was reerring to the contra-bassoon. The
name, the function, the range, and
29
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i h ·hi Ri rd
n r h in·ested the Immol tion Scene in The
Twilight of the Gods.
ur cruelly
belabore friend, who ells his cronies that music is "the bunk," may
not be able to distinguish major from
minor; he may not know an Engli h
horn from a clarinet; he may not be
able to recognize the terse motifs
hich the great master has woven
into the gloriously resplendent fabric
of tone: yet he is carried away by the
sheer majesty of the sound and by
the matchless flow of the marvelously
intermingled melodies. But is it not
as certain as anything can be that his
pleasure would be greatly intensified
if he had at least a bowing acquaintance with the various instruments
which are used in the modern symphony orchestra? The acquisition of
this knowledge would not require the
expenditure of more mental effort
than would go into the composition
of several judiciously worded business letters. If, in addition, our friend
knew something about the man in
whose brain this magnificent outpouring was born, if he were familiar
with the story of that monumental
tetralogy, The Ring of the Nibelung,
and if he had heard something about
the richly expressive motifs which are
part and parcel of its construction, his
enjoyment would be increased a hundredfold.

Winning Converts
h Occasionally, cold aloofness and
,f outspoken hostility may be con-

s
\ rte into enthu i m by arousing in•
uppo e, patient wife
and mother, that, by dint of much persuasion, you have finally prevailed
upon a weary hu band, a baseball-worshipping son, or a Clark-Clable-adoring daughter to go with you to hear a
symphony orchestra. Brief hints as to
the character of the compositions to
be played will often succeed in turning aversion or indifference into lively interest and unconcealed fondness.
Let us assume that Camille SaintSaens' Danse Macabre is on the
program. This is not great music, to
be sure, but it is skilfully orchestrated, and it may pave the way to an
appreciation of far better things. Tell
your husband, your son, or yo~r
daughter that the composer of this
vividly descriptive tone poem has
employed the xylophone in order to
depict the rattling of bones as the
shrouded skeletons leap and da~ce
with furious abandon to the strains
of a lugubrious waltz which bas been
fashioned from the Dies lrae, an an·
cient hymn of the Christian church.
Tell them how the harp, imperso~at·
ing a clock, proclaims the midnigh~
hour how Death tunes his fiddle, an f
,
I o
how the oboe, portraying the ro e t1
chanticleer, announces to the ghos
revelers that it is time to slink ba
into the impatiently yawning graves.
. . t comes
Perhaps a noted p1anis
·
forth to play Franz Liszt ·s brilliant
. /

qui iti en

J

Concerto in E Flat-the Trrang_e
.
It 1s
Concerto-with the orchestra.
t 1·nno·

easy to point out that th~ g~ea ften
vator in the field of p1an1stn

°
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mixes lovesickness with fire ork ,
syrup with gunpowder. Or you may
whet the interest of your charge if
you are thoughtful enough to report
beforehand that Liszt himself is said
to have accompanied the proud and
pompous theme of the Allegro Maestoso with the words, "Das versteht
ihr alle nicht !''
"Symphonies," say many of tho e
who declare that they are utterly unable to derive genuine enjoyment
from music, "are boring. They are
longwinded and tedious." How shall
we refute a verdict of this kind ?
Your commentator happens to be one
of those who believe that numberless
crimes against good taste are perpetrated by writers and listeners who
like bloodhounds on the scent ar~
~onstantly sniffing pictures and s;ories
in music even when the composers
themselves have given us no clues
whatever; but he realizes full well
th at attempts at explanation even
th
'
. ough crudely fantastic and drago-ed
10 b
·
b
Y mam force, may, at times be
verY h elPf ul to the tyro. Since' so
many of those whose profession it is
to unburden themselves of comments
?0 music are afflicted with a seemmgl Y irrepressible
·
·
tendency to give
free rein to whatever imaginative
powers they may possess we shall
10
a11 likelihood, always' have to'
reckon
· h interpretative
·
.
wit
remarks
h1ch ar
w
·1
•
•
f
e mi es and miles
distant
th
rom e truth. But we dare not forgge~ th
d~t many a convert has been
aine bY program notes which
.
a
Well e
·
- quipped
student must look
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upon as trangely n i e. Occasionally,
attempt at explanation may pring
from ide knowledge and penetrating
understanding. Frequently, however,
they are the stuff of which curious
and outlandish dreams are made. At
all events, they illustrate the peculiar
power of great music to arouse in the
minds of listeners hat Shakespeare
designated as "thickcoming fancies."
And this pronounced tendency of the
tonal art should be called into service
by those who have the notion that
symphonies are invariably as dry as
dust. In many cases it will disabuse
them of their prejudices. Many a
listener who would be bored to distraction by a technical analysis will
be won over by the use of a story.

Beethoven's Seventh

h Let

us look, for example, at

ttf Beethoven's Seventh S_ymphony.
One writer has the notion that in this
work the composer gives us a vivid
tone picture of an imposing f es ti val
of knights. Another commentator,
whose dreams are likewise vigorously
creative in character, sets forth the
ooinion that the entire work unfolds
a.1 pastoral scene. The oboe and the
clarinet, as employed in the first
movement, take him in the spirit to
a verdant meadow "ere the sun has
dispersed the mists of dawn among
the trees which quiver in the light."
Then comes "the busy life of the
awakening village." Next there are
"memori:S of the entrance into the
church of a couple upon whom fate
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has laid its bonds." "A visit to the article, let us consider another way
churchyard" dare not be overlooked. of adding to our enjoyment of music ·
The wedding festivities take place in and of converting some of its bitter
the Scherzo, and the Finale depicts foes into fast friends.
" the overflowing joy of life."
Some time ago, the writer hapStill another rhapsodist looks upon pened to be in a group of enthusiasts
the Scherzo as "a masquerade which who were discussing works by Schuenters into the program of the festival bert, Beethoven, Stravinsky, and a
that forms the general poetic basis of host of others. When things pertainthe symphony." In the Finale, the ing to the lives and the careers of the
guests depart, " a multitude intoxi- composers were touched upon, one of
cated with joy and wine." Then there those who were taking part in the
is the commentator who was remind- conversation suddenly exclaimed, "I
ed of a warlike race of the South. am not at all interested in the springThe Moors of Spain seemed to fit boards of genius!" He was conadmirably into his dream.
vinced that great works of art can be
The first movement and the enjoyed to the full without a knowlScherzo have conjured up pictures of edge of the circumstances in which
a merry hunting party, the Allegretto they came into being. Deems Taylor
has been called a funeral march, and would undoubtedly share his opinion.
the Finale has been likened by some Artur Schnabel, the eminent pianist,
to a furious Irish reel, by others to expressed a similar conviction in a
an outpouring of orgiastic bacchanal- recently published book which, surian frenzy. Since the symphony was prisingly enough, contained such a
completed in the year 1812 at Toep- small amount of genuine substance
litz, where Beethoven was taking the that its title has completely vanished
cure, it has been conjectured that the from your commentator's memory.
But to maintain that one cannot
work was inspired by the composer's
new-born love affair with Amalia enjoy a work like Beethoven's Ni~th
Sebald. Richard Wagner, as we all Symphony or Schubert's Trout Qutnknow, declared it to be the "apotheo- tet more fully by knowing whf,
sis of the dance." And Heinrich when, and how it was composed, is
Adolf Koestlin, in his scholarly just as absurd as it would be to conGeschichte der Musik
(Berlin, tend that the mordant prose of ~en
1899), is inclined to accept the wide- like Dean Swift or Heinrich Heme
ly held theory that the composition, can be adequately appreciated wit~because of its "unbuttoned joy," was out some insight into the personaliwritten to express rejoicing and ex- ties of the writers. It is idle to retort
ultation over the deliverance from that we derive a tremendous amount
of pleasure from the works of Shakes£
the yoke of Napoleon Bonaparte.
0
Before we come to the end of this peare even though our knowledge

Courtesy of the National Cathedral Association

The Washington Cathedral will again be the center of the
artist-tourist in the Nation's Capital this summer. On a site
of sixty-seven and a half acres the Cathedral commands a
view of the city itself, the Pot~mac Valley and the hills of
Maryland and Virginia. When completed the Cathedral will
be five hundred and thirtv-four feet in length and will cover
an area of seventy-five thousand square feet. Since Mt. St.
Alban is four hundred feet high the two hundred and eighty
f~ot central tower will rise one 'hundred and twenty-five feet
hig~er. than the Washington Monument.
This view is from the Shadow House in the Bishop's Garden.

CollfteJ)' of the National Cathedral Association

At the far end of the Bishop's Garden stands an ancient
wheel cross from France. In the center it carries the sacred
monogram IHS. The inscription, translated from the Latin,
reads : " Our soul is humbled even unto the dust."

Co1'rtesy of the National Cathedral Association

The Children's Chapel is located close to the heart of the
Cathedral at the intersection of the Choir and the South .
Transept, From the Christ Child in the recessed window
to the colorful figures in the reredos, boys and girls find
symbols they can understand. The fan-vaulting is almost
XV century in its lightness and richness .

Courtesy of the National Cathedral Auociation

The Chapel of St. Mary is found in the North Choir Aisle.
The reredos is of carved wood, supplemented by gold and
color. The retable carries the words: "The Way-Tlie Truth
-The Life." The figures of the four Evangelists across the
base of the reredos are exceptionally well done.

Courtesy of the National Cathedral Association

h
T e Ter Sanctus Reredos and the Jerusalem Altar in the
Sanctuary of the Cathedral of St. Peter and St. Paul. The
great choir, nearly one hundred feet high and one hundred
and
th sixty feet long, has the flags of the States hanging from
e Triforium Gallery, alternating from north to south in
*e order in which the respective states entered the Union .
J he stones for the altar were quarried outside the walls of
erusalem, near Calvary in the same place from which the
st0
nes of the Temple ;,ere hewn.

-

Courtesy of the National Cathedral Auociation

The Bethlehem Chapel, in the Crypt, directly beneath the
Apse, was the first portion of the Cathedral to be completed .
In it President Woodrow Wilson, Admiral George Dewey,
Bishop Henry Yates Satterlee and other prominent Americans
lie buried . Some very interesting historic stones from an
old synagogue in China, from a tomb on the Appian Way,
and from Mt. Sinai, are found in various places in the chapel.
The foundation stone of the altar was brought from the
fields of Bethlehem.

Courtesy of the National Cathedral Association

Ac~ording to legend, Joseph of Arimathea brought Christi anity to England. This chapel, dedicated to him, is sixty feet
s~uare and lies beneath the crossing, between the massive
Pters which will eventually support the weight of the great
c~ntral tower. The present architects, Frohman, Robb and
~~ttl~, are responsible for the design which was executed by
1
ch1 and Company of Washington .

-

Courtny of the National Cathedral A u ociation

This Norman Arch is said to date from the XII century.
It is flanked on either side by two tall cedars of Lebanon
and the court behind it is constructed of stones from many
sources, all of them cut by ht1nd one hundred and fifty years
ago when first taken from George Washington's quarry.
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the great dramatist's career is distressingly meagre. The plain truth is
that our understanding of the plays
would be immeasurably increased if
we had at our disposal a larger fund
of information concerning the transcendent genius who wrote them.
We should, by all means, be deeply
interested in the springboards of
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genius. The fact that biographies of
famous composers are appearing with
ever-increasing frequency, shows us
that many of those who look upon
music as a necessity in their lives are
convinced that a familiarity with the
masters themselves aids us greatly in
our appreciation of the masterpieces
they have handed down to us.

Recent Recordings
Symphony in
F Minor. The B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra under the composer.-A splendid recording of a recently written
work. Many will enjoy it. Some,
however, may agree with your reviewer, who cannot shake off the
conviction that the noted Englishman's composition has as much clarity
as one of London's peasoup fogs.
Victor Album M-440.
PETER ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY. Concerto No.
1, in B Flat Minor for Piano and Orchestra, Opus 23. Egon Petri and the
London Philharmonic Orchestra under Walter Goehr.-An exemplary
reading of a lively old war horse on
whose back many a pianist has ridden to glory. Columbia Album 318.
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART. Divertimento No. 15, in B Flat Major (K.
287). Joseph Szigeti and a chamber
orchestra under Max Goberman.Cryst~l-clear playing of a surpassingly
beautiful work. Mr. Szigeti is one of
th e foremost violinists of our day.
H~ always imbues his performances
"'1th sterling musicianship. Columbia
Album 322.
Lunwr~ VAN BEETHOVEN. Ah, Perfido!
~:sten Flagstad, soprano, with the
d iladelphia Symphony Orchestra uner Eugene Ormandy.-A magnificent

RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS.

recording. The intensely dramatic
work is sung by one of the greatest
voices of recent years. Victor Album
M-439.
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH. English Suites
No. 5, in E Minor, and No. 6, in D
Minor. Y ella Pessl, harpsichordist.Deftly chiseled and tastefully balanced readings of imperishable gems.
Victor Album M-443.
JOHANNES BRAHMS. Academic Festival
Overture. The Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra under Bruno Walter.-The
recording was made before the thunderbolts of the Third Reich descended
upon Vienna's famous orchestra.
Brahms wrote the composition as a
token of appreciation after a doctorate had been conferred upon him
by the University of Breslau. Victor
12190.
CARL PHILIPP EMANUEL BACH. Magnifi.cat.
The University of Pennsylvania
Choral Society and the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra under Harl McDonald with Elsie McFarlane, contralto soloist-An inspiring work
from the pen of one of the gifted sons
of Allfather Bach. Victor Album
M-444.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. A phonograph
version of Julius Caesar, with Orson
Welles as Brutus, George Coulouris
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as Marcus Antonius, Martin Gabel as
Cassius, Joseph Holland as Julius
Caesar, Hiram Sherman as Casca,
John Hoysradt as Decius Brutus, and
John A. Williams as Trebonius and
Volumnius.-During the 1937-38
theatrical season in ew York, Mr.
Welles' production of Shakespeare's
immortal tragedy, even though moderruzed in scenery and in costumes,
won the acclaim of the critics and
drew large audiences. Superb artistry
is engraved on the five discs compris-

ing this set. Columbia Album 325.
WAGNER. Excerpts from Siegfried. The Philadelphia Symphony
Orchestra under Leopold Stokowski,
with Frederick Jagel, tenor, and Agnes Davis, soprano.-The selections
are Introduction and Forging of the
Sword, Siegfried in the Forest, Siegfried Mounts the Burning Heights,
and Bruennhi/de's Awakening. Tonal
opulence and intenseness of feeling
characterize the performance. Victor
Album M-441.

RlCHARD

* * *
The New Position
(Brief thoughts on the impressive photograph of Signor Mussolini
posed with prodigious effect in one of the recurrent "high spots" of
the goose step, renamed for Italian consumption as the "Roman step."]

Oft have we seen II Duce snapped
With widely opened jaw,
To Blackshirt legions, tense and rapt,
A-laying down the law.
But here, still full of pride and pep,
Behold a newer omenThe Duce in that goose-like step
That's now redubbed as "Roman"!
The Capitolian geese of old
Saved Rome ( or so they say) ;
And shall the step we now behold
Save Rome of later day?
One cannot say. But, anyway,
I think it's rather splendid
To see the Duce with his legs
Instead of jaws extended.
Luao in Manchester Guardian

Books-some to be read-some to be pondered
-some to be enjoyed-and some to be closed as
soon as they are open ed.

THE LITERARY SCENE
ALL UNSIGNED R EVIEWS ARE BY MEMBERS OF THE STAFF

Germany he has devoted the greater part
of his time to redefining the position of
man and government and to working on
his third major novel, the Joseph series.
To many it is a matter of great wonder
that Thomas Mann has, seemingly abruptly, turned for the theme and plot of his
latest novel from the study of the contemporary scene to ancient times. Since the
publication of The Magic Mountain, and
possibly long before, he has been working
on the story of Joseph and his brothers.
The first two parts have been issued at
intervals of two years in this country. The
Joseph series, consisting of Joseph and His
Brothers, Young Joseph, and the present
novel, so far comprises some 1500 pages.
Possibly Mann will extend the series since
he has left the way open to continue the
story of the rise of Joseph to the supreme
position in Egypt. The tremendous implications contained in the writing of the
epic are indicated by the novelist in the
prelude to the series, "I taste of death
and knowledge when, as story-teller, I
adventure into the past; hence my eagerness, hence my fear and pallor. But eager-.
ness has the upper hand, and I do not deny
that it is of the flesh, for its theme is the
first and last of all our questioning and
speaking and all our necessity: the nature
of man. That it is which we shall seek

Remembrance of Things
Past
JOSEPH IN EGYPT. By Thomas Mann.
Translated from the German by H. T.
Lowe-Porter. Alfred A. Knopf, New
York. 2 vols. 1938. 664 pages. $5 .00.
THOMAS MANN is known as a modern novelist, that is to say, he has approached and recognized the modern temper and has attempted to analyze it. He
bears within himself the seeds of the
spiritual disorders of our time. In all his
novels there is present an atmosphere of
d~cay and frustration. Some hidden, baffling disease seems to be destroying mod~rn man. No political or nationalist phiosophy can bring ultimate contentment
to. the troubled world. It is perhaps for
this reason that the Hitler regime frowns
upon his novels. Since Hitler's advent to
f?wer Thomas Mann has imposed upon
~~self a painful exile, painful because
is roots were so deeply driven into German t ra d'it1on
· and artistic development as
0
:
~ay see from that realistic autobiog phical novel, Buddenbrooks. One would
expect Tho
Mann to be seized
.
.
a b.
mas
with
ttter
resentment
against
his
country
but he ha
.
,
san
s rematned aloof from particontroversy. Since his departure from
43
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out in the underworld and death, as Ishtar
there sought Tammuz and Isis Osiris, to
find where it lies and is, in the past."
The story of Joseph and his brothers,
indeed the entire patriarchal history from
the time Abram left the Chaldees, is one
of the cherished possessions of mankind.
Io Genesis, Joseph's story is told in approximately a dozen chapters, ending at
Genesis 50:26. Mann ends the present
story at Genesis 39:20. Despite the apparently abrupt ending, Mann succeeds in
portraying a complete Joseph, one whose
personality develops in crises, one who
grows from an unknown quantity to a
known, living personality. Readers of the
Biblical account may have often wondered
whether Joseph really knew that Reuben
attempted to rescue him from the pit
before the traders arrived; or, they may
have wondered what Joseph's thoughts
and reactions were on his journey with the
Ishmaelites to Egypt. What were Joseph's
impressions of Egypt when he reached that
fabulous land? Did he, or did he not, see
the pyramids and the Sphinx? Why did
not Joseph try to get in touch with his
sorrowing father? Certainly he had the
opportunity when he was in the house of
Potiphar. Did the Egyptians of Potiphar's
household approve the Hebrew youth's
rapid rise to responsibility? These are
some of the questions Mann attempts to
answer with wit, learning, sympathy.
Whether he succeeds must be left to the
judgment of the individual reader.
Joseph in Egypt opens with the account of the journey down to Egypt. Joseph quickly makes friends with the old
Ishmaelite trader. When the trader discovers what a valuable bit of property he
has acquired, he decides to sell Joseph
to his friend, the mighty Potiphar. The
entry into Egypt, the fabulous cities, the
immense temples, the journey down the
Nile, and at last the arrival at the estate
of Potiphar, or Petepre, fan-bearer on the
right hand of Pharaoh, is described in fascinating detail. Joseph is sold to the head

steward of the house, Mont-kaw, an upright old man. But the trade is not completed without vociferous protest from
Dudu, a dwarf, guardian of the wardrobe, and a firm upholder of the traditions of a pure Egypt. Dudu protests
against having a Hebrew profane this ancient Egyptian household. His opponent,
Bes, another dwarf, the court jester, is
equally vociferous in sponsoring the cause
of the foreigner. The sale is accomplished,
and the old Ishmaelite, in a .final word,
warns Joseph to remember that it was "a
culpable self-confidence and blind presumption which brought him to the pit."

NOW come Joseph's years of service in
Potiphar's household. Beginning as a
very humble slave, he soon wins the confidence of the head steward, Mont-kaw.
Joseph's loyalty to the household is absolute. As he receives promotion after promotion he remembers that "it behooved
him, then, to lend himself trustfully to
His design and use all his spiritual gifts
in its service, instead of weakening it by
idle lack of ambition. " It is not long before he is reader to Petepre himself, an
unhappy man because of a delicate physical infirmity. It is soon evident that Joseph
will succeed the aged Mont-kaw. In one
of the most touching scenes in the novel
Joseph promises the dying steward that he
will remain loyal to Potiphar no matter
what may come.
It is important to remember this prorn·
ise when Potiphar's wife, Mut-em-enet,
becomes aware of the beautiful young Hebrew. The remainder of the novel is t~e
tragic account of this unfortunate wornan 5
life and her desperate effort to betray her
husband by misleading young Joseph ..
know the end of the effort. So skd d
is Mann in delineating her character a~
in telling the entire episode that one rea :
0
on with unflagging attention the story_ e
how Joseph was forced a second wn
into the pit.
That Thomas Mann is above all a su·

f;
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perb story-teller is again demonstrated in
this novel. His problems were many. "Let
no one think that I am deaf to the reproach which hangs over my account, my
entire exposition: to the effect that the·
laconic terseness of the original text cannot be surpassed. . . . Is there not as
much dignity and importance attached to
the discussion of the 'how' as to the transmission of the 'what'?" In many more
delightful asides Thomas Mann discusses
the technical, moral, and spiritual problems which are bound to arise in a novelized treatment of a Biblical story. "I have
never," he writes, "tried to produce the
illusion that I am the source of the history of Joseph." He is always conscious
of the sharp line of demarcation between
fiction and fact.
Let us examine Mann's technique. He
was, first of all, confronted with the problem of creating characters already alive in
a previous account. There had to be a
clash of personalities to develop the plot.
In the words of Henry James "A character is interesting as it comes 'out, and by
the process and duration of that emerg_ence." Note how the lengthy conversations with the Ishmaelite trader and Montk~w, the steward, reveal Joseph's personality. Note the conflict Joseph raises in
the house of Potiphar both by his singular
be~uty and by his foreign religion. Very
~krlfully Mann shows how Mut-em-enet
rs made conscious of Joseph through the
h~tred of Dudu, the fanatical dwarf who
wishes to keep Egypt undefiled. He urges
th e smitten wife to command her husband
t? remove Joseph from his exalted posi?0n. Note how Mann describes the dis~tegration of the wife and at the same
~~~ describes Joseph's inner conflict with
rs ath er Jacob's wishes and prayers. All
tthhrough th'is desperate conflict
. runs the
th e~f of_Joseph's determination to obtain
G:~~tng from Jacob and to remain part
0
Note how Joseph should
have s ·dplan.
d
Witche~vor e conversation with the beand degenerate Mut-em-enet but

t
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how instead his cocksureness about pursuing "an educational policy" brings him
again to the edge of disaster. Note finally
how Joseph works to promote the welfare
of his master, Petepre. It is because of
this devotion that he returns to the empty
house during a great religious festival to
make final arrangements for the evening
banquet. It is then that he is trapped.
Mann builds up Joseph's downfall through
a period of three years, during which time
Mut-em-enet degenerates from a detached
personality to a being whose moral fibre
has suddenly rotted. Through all this
complex interweaving we have the two
dwarfs, Dudu and Bes, the traditional and
the experimental, waging a bitter warfare.
HAS Mann done violence to the Biblical account? For one thing he places
the Joseph story, as recounted in Genesis,
on a par with primitive Babylonian legends. In the prelude to the entire series he
writes that he does not regard Abraham as
Joseph's great grandfather but as a primitive hero removed by twenty generations
from the hero of the novel. Mann does not
regard the blessing given to Abraham as
primarily the promise of the Messiah
to the chosen people, but as a political,
and possibly a moral, destiny. It is for this
reason that Joseph seems to covet Jacob's
blessing. Mann likewise does not consider
the attempted seduction as purely a moral
matter but is inclined to consider it a
political and religious issue revolving
about Joseph's refusal to pay tribute to
the various Egyptian deities. "But the recalcitrant bearing of this foreigner, his refusal to pay tribute, was intolerable to
the temple, which would be obliged to
insist that the matter be set right without
delay, and to the glory of Amun. Therefore, he, Beknechon ( the temple priest),
quite without regard to what might be personally desirable or blameworthy, must
warn and admonish his daughter Mut to
exert all her powers to bring the rebellious
youth to a fall-not for her own satisfac-
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tion, even though that might come to pass,
without his approval, but for that of the
temple."
Despite these and other variances with
the Biblical account, the spirit of the
Genesis account has not been violated,
provided such a justification is permitted.
Mann scrupulously includes every verse
from the story. His deviations occur when
he attempts to expand the individual items
of the story into broader generalizations.
Let us say that Mann here uses a novelist's
license. Fundamentally the story is not
violently distorted, although here too there
will be justifiable differences of opinion.
BEFORE concluding this discussion it is
vitally necessary to ask why Thomas
Mann chose the theme and plot of the
Joseph story. With the contemporary world
in chaos, with old standards slipping and
men uncertain about directions, it is surprising to find such a superbly contemporaneous novelist turning to a past so far
removed that one is almost apt to regard
( out of ignorance, it is true) that past as
primitive. Possibly Mann wishes to show
Joseph coming to an Egypt that is obviously decadent. Its morality and religion
are declining. The Egyptians are tired of
a previous age. They hunt for the new.
Joseph's stern adherence to a strangely
different religion is disconcerting to the
Egyptians. He represents an idea that will
eventually overturn Egypt. If the Egyptians wish to halt their collapse they can
either accept Joseph's religion or clean up
their own. Instead they dally in the fashionable desire to be modern, and the nation is destroyed.
It is a familiar story. "The prevailing
atmosphere was fin de siecle. It was that
of a society composed of descendants and
heirs, already remote from the patterns of
the founding fathers whose victories had
put their successors in the frame of mind
to regard the conquered as elegant." Even
Joseph cannot escape the fact that he too is
of a new generation and that he too might

fall prey to the Egyptian decadence. "He
is a later, more difficult and dangerous
'case,' this Joseph; a son, probably cleverer
and flightier than the father."
In his desire to hunt for the spiritual
origins of mankind, in his probing into
the recesses of time for certainty, Thomas
Mann returns always to the theme, "The
pattern comes first, then recurs in many
ways." Time moves forward inexorably,
relentlessly. Yet everything in life remains
and is timeless. Generations rise to power,
decay, and collapse into dust. Mann peers
behind the curtains of time and reveals
humanity- problematical ; moved by emotions, passions, fears. He shows the conflict of time and passion. We obtain the
lasting impression of man brooding over
the deep wells of history. Goethe has said
that a novel is a "subjective epic." Truly,
here we have the end-product of an artist
who has searched long and ardently in
the past for an answer.
There are many questions we must ask
of a novel which by its stature of conception and creation demands comparison
with the great works of art of the past.
We want to know whether the novel is
alive and breathing. Is there pity and
understanding in it as the Greek tragedians
understood pity? We turn to the scene
where the master, Petepre, returns to the
house and Joseph is accused of his heinous
crime and awaits judgment. It is a scene
handled with the utmost compression of
detail, but it stands as one of the great
scenes in the world of drama. Or we may
turn to the scene where Mont-kaw lies
upon his death bed and asks Joseph to
comfort him in his dying moments. Here
again is a moment belonging to great
drama.
.
f
Whether Thomas Mann's retelling 0
the Joseph story will rank with the greal
classics cannot be answered here an
now. Only a future generation may decide. This much is certain: Thomas M~n
is the prime example of a developing ar~t
in the tradition of a Sophocles or Leonar O .
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da Vinci. As others have pointed out, he
might ha;e stopped with Buddenbrooks,
certainly an extraordinarily rich realistic
novel, or with The Magic Mountain, a portrait of the nihilistic despair of the postwar worl d. But he has chosen to experiment and develop. He has his ear to the
ground, and now he attempts to find,
among other things, man's spiritual origin and to redistil his findings through
the medium of his complex personality.
The individual reader, today and tomorrow, must pass judgment on Thomas
Mann's latest work. This means that the
novel must be read and studied. May this
review serve as an invitation to examine
thoughtfully this offering by one of the
world's greatest living writers.

Hello Sucker!
TESTED SENTENCES THAT SELL. By
Elmer Wheeler. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
New York. 1938. 214 pages. $3.75.
ERE is a book that clears up a number of mysteries that have had me
b'. the ears all spring. Why, for instance,
did I buy those two scarlet ties with the
green worm pattern in them which I am
keeping in the darkest corner of my dresser
dra;1er? Why did my wife lay in all that
caviar when it makes us both sick to think
of it? An~ why did the woman in the
apartment across the hall invest in a
cocktail lawn swing when there is no
lawn about the place and she had trouble
finding a location for it in the boiler
room? The answer is now simple and
sufficient: we have been Wheelerized.
k For those of our readers who do not
. eep fully abreast of the improvements
in our civilization, an explanatory word
or ~o may be in place. Mr. Wheeler is
pr~~den~ of the Tested Selling Institute
:. , besides, is guilty of so many other
th mgs that it takes six lines of print on
e title page to tell about them Ten
Years ago he was
d .. .
sol' •
a newspaper a verttsrng
icitor and from that vantage point sur-
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veyed the world of men. The . more he
surveyed, the more was he saddened by
the reflection that people kept their money
too long and that some actually seemed
to resent the well-meant efforts of merchants and salesmen to extract it from
them. Now Mr. Wheeler knew that in the
plan •of nature ordinary people are designed for businessmen very much as
mice for cats and fish for the Izaak Walton
League. Also, an enlightened economics
teaches that money was devised so that
it might be given to those who have something to sell, and the sooner the better.
Being a stickler for rectitude of every
sort, Mr. Wheeler dedicated himself to
an earnest effort to vindicate the purposes
of nature. For the last ten years he has
devotedly studied, experimented, and
planned, and now here he presents a sunburst of the tested results of his labors.
"It is Mr. Wheeler's purpose in this book,"
one reads, "to help the salesman by showing him how to add forceful sales words
and techniques to his· regular selling vocabulary so that he will always have complete command over any selling situation
that confronts him." And when Mr.
Wheeler helps the salesman, there is no
help for the other fellow. The salesman
commands, and the other obeys.
"Word magic" does it. Yes, it does it.
"For instance, a single sentence increased sales of a manufacturer's han<l
lotion at B. Altman's on Fifth Avenue
from 60 per week to 927." I don't exactly know what a manufacturer's hand
lotion is. Probably something that manufacturers are supposed to use in the intervals of manufacturing. At any rate, the
way the manufacturers snapped up . that
lotion must have made it look as though
they were holding a manufacturers' reunion at B. Altman's.-"Another tested
combination of words made sales 78 per
cent of the times used at R. H. Macy and
Company in selling their long-profit brand
of coffee and tea." "Long-profit coffee"
seems to be the polite name for the kind
of coffee that we all run into occasionally.
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- "For the first time in the history of
these important stores," four Cleveland
establishments sold out completely on
toothbrushes, but it took two sentences.
Toothbrushes evidently move somewhat
slowly because of the bristles.
How is it done? "Wherever a salesperson is given a 'Tested Selling Sentence'
with its proper 'Tested Technique' to replace a time-worn statement, sales gains
are noted." The " tested" refers to the
fact that "Mr. Wheeler and his staff of
word consultants . . . have tested over
105,000 words and word combinations on
upward of 19,000,000 people." Thereby
they have determined what words will
break down what is charitably called
"sales resistance"-in unvarnished words:
the perverse desire of people to hold on
to their money a little longer. The quintessence of the " tested technique" is distilled into 5 Wheelerpoints which, by way
of analogy, could be stated as follows:
When the mouse comes out of the hole,
toast the cheese; toast it quickly; wave it,
to diffuse its fragrance; hold it before
the mouse's nose whichever way it turns;
make soft noises meanwhile. If you do
these things properly, you should be able
to hang up another mouseskin.
THE discussion of the 5 Wheelerpoints
opens the book. Then follow three
other Wheeler principles, rehearsing, so to
say, what a mousecatcher should know
about the basic nature and urges of mice.
The rest of the volume contains pertinent
examples and illustrations of the workings
of the method. There are such attractive
chapter headings as: Three Little Words
that Sold Millions of Square Clothespins;
They Sold Brooklyn Bridge Again Last
Week (not recommended for Wheelerites) ; How to Take the "Temperature" of
the Prospect; Tested Sentences that Make
the Other Person Say, "Yes" ; Making
'Em Hit the Sawdust Trail for You;
Don't Sell the Wine-Sell the Bubbles
in the Glass.

Let us lift a few gems out of their setting, to show the richness of the collection. "Single sentences can be so constructed as to make a majority of the
people buy." "You must fashion your
words so that they will fly past the prospect's cold reasoning, his logical front
mind, and move, emotionally, his real
basic buying urges in the 'depth' of his
brain." (But what if he hasn't any?)
Then, "you must develop a NEED for
your product in the mind of the prospect
- for until he realizes a need, you will
make little sales progress." (So that's it:
the need for those pesky ties was developed
in my mind.) "Give the customers help.
They need it to make decisions. Help the
customer make up her mind." (Wheelerpoint 4: Hold the cheese under the
mouse's nose.) "Let them taste what you
have to offer, then start pulling the bait
away from them, and watch certain types
of people make a lunge and get caught
in your sales trap." "Picking the right
words makes people respond and cash
registers dance in musical glee!" "There
were 36 possible methods of asking a customer if he would care for some ice cream
on his pie." (Wheeler found the one giltedged way of doing it.)
Much depends on how the salesman
acts. "The movement of your hands, your
head, your feet, and your pencil tells the
prospect you are sincere-honest-convincing." (When the next salesman calls,
insist that he move his feet sincerely.)
"Don't ever smile insincerely, like the
wolf at Red Riding Hood's door!" (That
wolf did smile a bit insincerely, if my
memory serves me. If he had known about
Wheelerpoint 5, he could have practi~ed
up on sincere smiling.) "Study your vo1Ce
delivery. Does it sound convincing, hon·
est, sincere?" (The "sound" is the thing!)
Finally, "when you get the signature-run, don't walk, to the nearest exit!"
Mr. Wheeler's public-spirited labors
are bound to bear fruit. His formulae
work, as he admits, "with uncanny accu-
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racy." Society owes him a debt of gratitude for showing how people may efficiently, painlessly, almost unconsciously,
be separated from such coin of the realm
as they may possess. And that, of course,
is as it should be, for, as noted above,
what money ordinary people have, they
hold in trust for those who have anything
to sell, and the least they can do is to
stand and deliver when called upon.
If only, now, some misguided person
does not write a book on " Tested Sentences to Shoo Away Salesmen" ! Mr.
Wheeler has inadvertently exposed one
chink in the armor of salesmanship: the
word "why ?" He pronounces it the hardest word in the English language to answer
and advises salesmen to use it freely because it puts the other person on the defensive. It also puts salesmen on the defensive, however. They are then told to
answer, "Why do you ask me why?"
That is as far as Wheeler has gone. It
~ight be interesting to reply to this with,
Why do you ask me why I ask why?"
There is as yet no Wheelerpoint to cover
this situation, and so the salesman will
probably follow the piece of advice about
running for the nearest exit.

Aces and Widows
FIVE.SUIT BRIDGE. By "The Four
Aces" (David Burnstine, Merwin D.
Maier, Oswald Jacoby, Howard Schenken ) . Simon and Schuster, Inc., New
York. 1938. 96 pages. 98 cents.
IS not ?ften that a mere reviewer of
kn books enJoys the thrill of discovery and
0
~s that he has touched history in the
madktng. In a day fraught with tragedy
anh pes s1·m1sm
· 1t
· is but natural that books
~ ouJd be written penetratingly analyzing
e causes of our collapse and presenting
P~aceas for the ills of the world. Despite
theu 1 ·
c a1m to importance for the future of
ma
.
p nki nd , 1't 1s
of ten impossible to be imepr~ssed deeply with anything but their
emeral nature.
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Five-Suit Bridge, however, is no such
fading book. It describes a discovery
which colors the future with bright promise. The publishers vouch for the results
which it will achieve, not merely on one,
but " on at least three fronts." It is simply impossible to over-estimate what this
book will mean for millions, with its
guarantee: " 1. That it will make you like
Five-Suit Bridge better than Contract;
2. That it will improve your game to such
an extent that you will have a distinct
edge over your opponents ; 3. That it will
increase your knowledge of the underlying
principles of all forms of bridge by at
least 20 per cent." In view of the farreaching implications of these accomplishments, substantiated as they are by a
careful study of the book, it is an instance
of bewildering restraint and understatement which belies the charges commonly
made against the honesty of advertising
today, when the publishers say in all the
grandeur of simplicity, "It's a perfectly
swell book."
Any doubts which the reader may have
regarding the results of these researches
are at once dispelled by the knowledge
that the authors of this volume were
rated by Shephard Barclay in Colliers
(April 2, 1938) as "the nation's one-twothree-four players." Then, too, the authors stipulated "that not a line be written
until after they had had a chance to play
innumerable rubbers and analyze thousands of sample hands and combinations."
The scientific basis of Five-Suit Bridge is
unassailable.
Students of bridge will, we are certain, also acclaim the name Quintract
which the authors have judiciously chosen
for this promising discovery. It is much
more meaningful and suggestive than its
other colorless designations, such as FiveSuit Bridge, Royal Bridge, or Eagle Bridge.
There is something undeniably classic in
the sound and substance of Quintract. It
is no weak and compromising hybrid, but
a name which touches the past grandeur
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of Roman civilization with a furn grasp.
To set forth the features which distinguish Quintract from Contract, " as it
was played yesterday, " is to realize with
surprising suddenness the advantages
which will guarantee the popularity and
the permanence of the new invention. It
offers a new Eagle suit of thirteen cards
which brings the pack up to sixty-five.
Each player is now dealt sixteen cards.
The gains here are evident. Most important of all-there is now a "Widow
Card" which is dealt face up in the middle
of the table and becomes the property of
the declarer. The declarer may exchange
it for any card in his own hand or in the
dummy. Although Quintract introduces
a new method of scoring, changes substantially the game percentages, and makes
possible three slams ( small, grand, super),
it is impossible not to concur fully in the
sound conclusion of the authors, "Of
all these changes by far the most significant is the addition to the game of the
W idow Card." It is no longer only a
question of evaluating your hand in its
relation to the other hands. The effect
of the Widow in your hand or in the
dummy, the choice of a discard, the practical and psychic effect of the necessity of
revealing your discard to the opponents,
are all absorbingly interesting problems
which the Widow creates. We are also
assured that the Widow will do much to
eliminate the psychic bidder and the great
American Dub, eliminations for which we
are profoundly thankful. Devotees of Auction Pinochle, too, will welcome the
Widow, long familiar to them. Experience will have taught them the wisdom
of the authors' words: "It is permissible
to think of the Widow as an egg and to
count it before it is hatched-but don't
count it twice."
.
If ability to reason and to concentrate
are indispensable to the bridge player, the
importance of the Widow becomes simply
staggering, for "it forces him to stop and
think." Without question the advantage

of Quintract over Contract for millions of
men and women will be in direct proportion to the ability of the W idow to induce this reaction more surely and more
profoundly. That this assurance of a
sounder mental activity should come to
us during the days when Hitler and Mussolini were chatting in Rome, is most
promising for the future of our civilization. The conversation of these two powerful rulers is, after all, insignificant when
compared with the implications for the
world of tomorrow that lie in the ability
of the Widow in Quintract to guarantee
for the untold millions who daily play
bridge, deeper thought and saner reflection. Few books can more surely scatter
the clouds of gloom which many of us
see hovering over the democratic ideal of
life and government. It is the light in the
dark for which educators have sighed and
toiled these many years. The sections of
the book devoted to the discussion of the
Widow are unquestionably the most
valuable and significant and make it difficult not to hail Quintract unqualifiedly as
epoch-making.

§ TUDENTS

of bridge will also greet
with delight the other chapters of tf:e
book, which explain lucidly and in det_ail
bids and responses, slam practice, defensive
and competitive bidding, business doubles
and redoubles the play of the cards, and
defensive pla/ in particular. Also included
are official rules and scoring, and som;
hopeful paragraphs on "The Future 0
Quintract."
r
Whatever minor defects may now {
hidden in Quintract will be corrected . Y
the committee of experts who are making
exhaustive studies and will meet in Sep·
tember to "formulate final and official laws
and scoring."
. t'ng
The importance of this illumma}
volume is confirmed by the .findings O a
tly re·
noted psychologist who was recen
t
"Th
curren
ported to have declared,
e_
u0
vogue for bridge probably owes its P P-
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larity to several psychological factors ."
Among these factors he lists the ability
of bridge to provide an emotional safety
valve which permits husbands and wives
to give plausible expression to suppressed
domestic hostilities and resentments. It
also gives opportunity for the expression
of exhibitionistic tendencies and aggressive impulses. When the psychologist,
however, ventures the opinion that bridge
is an antidote for intellectual sterility, it
is safe to conclude that he has not yet had
occasion to study Quintract and to glimpse
the vistas of mental light which are opened
for modern men and women by the invention of the Widow. We shall await the
report of the findings of the committee
next September with deep interest and
with an unshaken confidence in the future
of Quintract and of its serious students.

Religion on the Stage
SUSAN AND GOD. By Rachel Crothers.
Random House, New York. 1938. 165
pages. $2.00.
§USAN AND GOD, authored by Rab chel Crothers and produced last year
Y John Golden at Plymouth Theatre
Ne w y ork, 1s
· a flop as a play. It is tepid'
as to style and diction, and is guaranteed
~ranslate you to slumberland before you
b is_h the first act, unless you happen to
e interested in the effects that a quasiBuchrnan·
ti
ism, wh en sponsored by an emoonally adolescent and religiously ignorant dmember of the upper stratum of present-h'ay. soci etY, mig
. h t h ave on a group of
so
p lSlicated, irreligious New Yorkers.
Susan Tr I
•
"-'hither
exe ' returnmg from abroad,
band b ~he had fled from a bibulous huscreatio fl?gs along with her latest Paris
a 1 d ns 1~ clothes an idea, absorbed from
ythWi~am, by which she hopes to
and v~ e Jaded spirits of her social set
idea . 0 0em toward true happiness. The
6
· yourself
and is, nefly ' to be h onest with
such openly to confess your faults before
people as will cause you the most

t
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embarrassment. E.g.: "Telling us is only
to break down your will- make you humble-bring you nearer to Him. No matter
what we are- or what we do-if we' re
sorry-really- really and honestly want
His help--we can be made over." p. 70 .
The only member of her adulterous
and much-divorced social set who believes
her is her husband, Barrie Trexel. He
agrees to stop drinking if she will return
with him and their adolescent daughter,
Blossom, to their summer home until such
a time when Blossom is to leave for her
summer camp. Susan realizes that she has
been "hoist with her own petard" and
gives her consent to the arrangement.
However, after three months of domestic
life she realizes that she is unable to tolerate her husband even when he is sober.
She plans to bolt to Newport, where a
convention of the organization which she
is representing is to be held. It is the day
of her daughter's party: but what of that,
and what of family responsibility and loyalty to her agreement, if she has a chance
to tell about her noble experiment during
the summer before a crowded convention
hall ? Outraged by her callousness, her
husband exposes her as an intellectual and
religious cheat and goes on a terrific alcoholic debauch in protest, is returned to
his own home by a noble-minded female
admirer with his virtue still intact, and
by that feat convinces his spouse that she
is the wicked Wolf and he Little Red
Ridinghood. For the first time in her !ife
she has an emotional upheaval in which
there is a moment of honest introspection. She makes the necessary confession and is dutifully received into the open
arms of her forgiving husband as the curtain descends.
The play would be better received by
those who do not depend on the theater
for their religious convictions if the name
of the Deity in the title were printed in
quotation marks. As it is, the reader is
left with the impression that the author
knew as little about God as Susan did.-

W. A.

POEHLER.
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in the interests of the nation." It is instructive to note that the writings of
"Hitler, Rosenberg, and von chirach are
Germany's best sellers." To the historian
of ydney University "there is probably
nothing more revolting in Germany, not
even in the stories of physical atrocities,
than the degradation of professional historians." According to Dr. Frick, history
is not a matter of objective fact, but a
machine for inculcating German patriotism.
The sordid story of the persecution
of the Jew is fully told in a chapter which
concludes with the stinging paragraph: "In
Mein Kampf Hitler writes that 'the blackhaired Jew-boy lurks for hours, his face
set in a satanic leer, waiting for the blissfully ignorant girl whom he defiles with
his blood.' The pogroms since he came
into power, and the Nuremberg Laws,
are simply the expression of this earlier
statement. It is not enough for them to
make Ahasuerus take up his staff again
and wander. He must be bent and broken,
and his grandchildren with him. This is
the measure of the New Germany's degradation.''
Those who are interested in the future
of religion in Germany will find the chapter "Swastika Versus Cross" very valuable. The author does not think that Hitler himself "endorses the more extreme
views of Rosenberg and the paganists, but,
on the other hand, he has dissociated his
movement from the religions from the
very beginning, and the fact remains that
he alone could have prevented the antiChristian activities of his lieutenants. He
could easily have stopped the paganist
propaganda, just as he could have eradicated any other unwelcome propaganda; he
could have come down on the near-pagan
utterances of his Youth Leader, Baldur von
Schirach; he could have stopped Himmler
from dosing the Black Guard with antiChristian doctrines; and he could have
prevented the ostentatious resignation
from church membership of such leaders
as Himmler, Colonel Hier! ( leader of the

Labour Service) , Dr. Frick, and Rust (his
minister of Education), all of them occupying positions directly concerned with
the minds of young people." It is the
opinion of Prof. Roberts that if Dr. Martin iemoller "had not answered the brutally direct attacks of Hitlerism by equally brutal and direct methods, the Lutheran
Church would have collapsed." He also
believes that Hitler "appears to have encouraged a deliberate conflict between his
ideology and that of the churches, whereas
an astute statesman would have avoided
such an issue at all costs."
THE last part of the book reviews the
foreign policy of the azi government,
its relation to its neighbors, and the
Colonial Question. Of particular interest
at the moment is the discussion of Czecho·
slovakia and the Sudeten Deutsche Partei.
The chapter on Austria, written a little
more than a year before the Anschluss,
reveals the difficulties of prognosticating
political events in Central Europe.
"There is hardly a boy in Germany
who does not view the preparation for
ultimate war as the most important aspect of his life." Aside from the religio~s
situation, this statement indicates "'.hat 1:
without doubt the unspeakable pity 0
Germany today. It seems launched along
a road that can only lead to disaster. "That
is the infinite tragedy of it all, for th~
Germans of the last two decades have h;
more than their share of suffering, and :
middle-aged and the old so sincerely wa~
. the land for the res t 0 f thetI
peace m
time."
. that
It will be evident from this review .
.
.
f
H
·tlerisOI•
Prof. Roberts is no admirer o
i
up
He frankly states that he aimed to s~d. e
.
ic '
the New Germany without
any. preJU that
"except that my general approach was ho
of a democratic individualist." Thos~
read the book with the same approac bor's
find little fault with any of the auJ·ffer·
conclusions. Even those who have a Thill
ent approach will have in The H ~used in·
Hitler Built a wealth of authenticate
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formation which they can use to form their
own opinion wherever they have the necessary facts to demonstrate the unsoundness of the author's judgments. o one at
all interested in Germany will want to
miss this careful and comprehensive study
by a competent historian and an able
writer.

Superpatriotic Mare
YOU CAN'T DO THAT: A Survey of
the Forces Attempting, in the Name
of Patriotism, to Make a D esert of the
Bill of Rights. By George Seldes.
Modern Age Books, New York. 1938.
241 pages. 50 cents.

ONE

of the lecturers of the Better
America Federation, an anti-labor
organization in California told an audience, "The curse of this' country is the
open mind." No one swore out a warrant
for his arrest. He was speaking in the
name of patriotism.
Samuel Johnson's observation that the
patriotism of many is the last ;efuge of
scoundrels, is still valid. He might have
~dded that patriotism in the United States
is also financially profitable. In the name
of pt
· ·
a rtottsm
we have the spectacle of
ma_nufacturers, any number of preachers,
st
r~ke breakers, thugs, editors of every
~igilantes, D.A.R.'s, red-blooded
_emites-all united to hound minoriies in th e name of Americanism It is
ap ~ad sight indeed. Ben Franklin. Tom
ame Tom J ff
d
'
of th~
. e erson, an other worthies
·
American Revolution must be resting uneasil
h
h
rh th
Y w en t ey hear the metallic
th! bo~- of machine gun bulJets riddling
mand ies .0 women and children who dethe righat living_ wage, decent hours, and
to leisure.
t
·· dAr bur Garfield Hays' observation that
a ead refo
•
er ·
. rmer is a hero; a live reformis a nu1sanc "
assurn t'1
e, seems to be the tacit
zation~. ; /f almost all patri_otic organicrirnes h
ray as well admit that more
ave een committed in the name

:tr:;•
t·

!
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of Jaw and order and the defense of the
Constitution than Al Capone and Pretty
Boy Floyd ever dreamt about. Groups
drawn from our so-called respectable upper class have done more to undermine
respect for the Constitution and to bring
violence and skuJlduggery of every sort
into the relations between capital and
labor than have minorities who are intent
on overturning democracy.
Let us look at the evidence. What
are the chances for fascism in this country? Do Americans want a dictator? How
much money can one earn by hiring out
as a professional patriot? Is active terrorism practised against those who insist upon voicing their opinions? Are the courts
respected by the patriots? ~v'ho supports
the patriotic organizations? George Seldes
offers 241 pages of concrete evidence and
an immense bibliography of 34 closely
printed pages to show how the Bill of
Rights has been violated in recent years
in the name of patriotism. PracticalJy all
the material is familiar matter to readers
of the liberal magazines and weeklies.
Seldes has collected and collated it for
easy reference. At the end he offers his
program for the defense of the right of
freedom of worship, speech, and press.
Here is the story of Joseph Shoemaker,
a Vermonter, who moved to Tampa, Florida, to begin organizing the Modern
Democrats, a political organization not
affiliated with radicals of any kind. He
wrote a constitution for his party, using
the American Legion's constitution as a
pattern. He was accused of trying to organize the cigar and citrus workers in
and around Tampa. Six months later, on
the night of November 30, 1935, a group
of Klansmen and policemen of the city
of Tampa seized him. They flogged him
with rawhide and chains. Then they
poured melted tar into his wounds and
burned one foot over a fire. Someone
found him the next day and took him to
the hospital. The surgeon who examined
him said, "I wouldn't beat a hog the way
that man was whipped." He died after
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nine days of agony. An agent of the citrus
growers told a
orth American
ewspaper Alliance reporter that "citrus growing is a 100,000,000 industry in Florida,
and, as it cannot afford to pay higher
wages, labor organizers must be discouraged." Altogether twelve men, accused of
organizing Florida citrus workers, were
taken out and unmercifully flogged. ineteen months after this crime not one of
the sadists had been jailed.
Some more? Until a few months ago
it was not safe to travel through the sharecropper sections of Arkansas. Some local
vigilante might pick up the innocent
traveller and inform him that it was
healthier to keep moving. The present reviewer can testify to that. Josephine Johnson, the recent Pulitzer Prize novelist, Joe
Jones, the painter who has exhibited in
Manhattan's finest galleries, and Caroline
Drew, a labor organizer, were arrested
because they went down to investigate
sharecropper conditions. The Earle (Arkansas) Enterprise advised flogging as a
method of preventing "foreigners" from
trying to raise sharecroppers' wages to
seventy-five cents a day.
THE American Legion is charged with
having been directly responsible for the
Centralia, Washington, massacre in 1919.
I.W.W. men were beaten up, tarred and
feathered, chased out of town. One of the
I.W.W.'s, Wesley Everest, an ex-soldier,
was put into jail for protection against
lynching. That night "the lights of the
town suddenly went out. A mob broke into
the jail, seized Everest, emasculated him
. . . carried him to a railroad bridge and
hung him. The rope was short. The victim was pulled up and hung on a longer
rope. Again this happened, and a still
longer rope was used. Everest clung to
the bridge. Someone stamped on his fingers. Searchlights were turned on the
bloody, swinging body, and it was riddled
with bullets. It is said that the phrase
'as comical as a coroner' is current in
Centralia. This is due to an alleged ex-

planation by Coroner Lingston of the
death of Everest. 'He broke out of jail,
went to Chalis River bridge, and committed suicide. He jumped off with a
rope around his neck and then shot himself full of holes.'" Time, which certainly
cannot be accused of radical tendencies,
admits "that ever since the Centralia,
Washington, massacre of 1919 the nation's most potent strikebreaking force has
been the American Legion." In its drive
for 100 per cent Americanism, members
of a Legion post cut the electric wires
at a Fritz Kreisler concert.
Attention should be paid to the Memorial Day massacre at Republic Steel in
Chicago last year, as well as the brutal
suppression of strikers at Massillon, Ohio.
These incidents are merely apt illustrations of what Dean Roscoe Pound in the
Harvard Law Review called "the lawless
enforcement of the law." To enumerate
every instance of the violation of the Con·
stitution's Bill of Rights would fill. se~eral books. What we are interested in ~s
the connection between money and patn·
otism. The Nye munitions investiga~ion
made it plain to any reader of Amen:an
newspapers that patriotism is something
for the underdog to practise but for the
financial interests to preach. The Nye corn·
mittee disclosed the startling fact that
the Du Ponts and others who contribute
heavily to all patriotic organizations sell
0
identical munition supplies to
governments at a fraction of the price .
manded of their own government. Faso:
came to Germany and Italy becau?e ~
financial oligarchies feared the rise ;
labor. Today, in the United States,
lehem Steel General Motors through
'
b
partner
fred P. Sloan, E. T. Stotes ury,
Pit·
of J. P. Morgan & Co., and Raymon t ib·
cairn Philadelphia industrialist, con : a
'
. t' orga01z.
uted to the support of a patno K .
Jet·
tion whose sentiment is revealed 10 a ..,
"The Je,.·
ter one of the organizers wrote:
Id fine
ish threat is a real one. • • · Th: ~itler."
Americans of $1,200 a year wanth cterize
How is one, finally, to c ara

Eu: P::.
BM:
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such patriotic psychopaths as the notorious
Mrs. Elizabeth Dilling, Gerald B. Winrod, W. R. Hearst, and a host of others,
who see the hand of Jewry and Moscow
in every liberal from Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Associate Justice Brandeis
to Senators La Follette, Borah, and orris? Who is to measure the damage of the
vicious propagandizing such newspapers
as the Chicago Tribune, the Los Angeles
Times, and the Hearst and MacFadden
publications have perpetrated in the name
of a perverted conception of Americanism? Anyone fighting for peace, for the
right of workers to organize, for the abolition of child labor, for anti-lynching laws,
is immediately branded a Third International Communist and a Jew. The sad part
is that many innocent, or seemingly innocent, people take up Red-baiting and antiSemitic tactics in the name of religious
freedom, parochial schools, the American
Constitution, and the U. S. Supreme Court.
The result is that Mussolini's castor oil
brigades and Hitler's minions have strange
American bedfellows.
What George Seldes describes in You
Can't Do That is startling. The reviewer
found no error of fact in the book except
possibly in one place where Seldes states
th th
at e first Russian Five Year Plan was
successful. This is a debatable fact. If
~er_e are errors of fact in this book Seldes
ts !table to tremendous damage s~its and
several years in Leavenworth. Up to the
present
··
b
wntmg not one of the facts has
een
challenged.
We may assume therefore th
h
'
' at w at he has to say about the
now practically defunct Liberty League
ma! apply to every other patriotic organization fro
h D
"Mo
.m t e
.A.R. to the Elks,
ney 1~ th e one thing that makes the
super-patriot'
it b
ic mare go, and never has
h· een so well proved as in the short
Th~ory of th e American Liberty League
ts organizat100
· h
·
crites
as attracted more hypoe~pl '. more merchants of death more
Otters of lab
'
enemies Of h or, more parasites, more
ioined t
t e people than have ever
ogetber for the common enter-
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prise of def ending what the great Henry
George first called 'vested interests,· and
of placing property above the welfare of
the people."

Good- in Spots
THE BETRAYAL OF INTELLIGENCE.
By Joseph Jastrow. Greenberg, New
York. 1938. 170 pages. $1.50.
ANY books and magazine articles
have been written in recent years
by way of protest against the stream-lined
insults relentlessly hurled at American intelligence. "P. T. Barnum's success gave
the impetus and furnish ed the pattern for
American exploitation in many another
field and to far more pernicious ends."
The American advertiser, the American
university, psychologists and astrologists,
radio-casters and movie producers, these
and many others have donned the mantle
of Barnum and are carrying on in his spirit.
That at any rate is the opinion of Author
Jastrow, and we applaud in hearty agreement. What, after all, is more humiliating
than the thought that advertisers in newspapers and magazines, including those allegedly written for the intelligentsia, think
one enough of an imbecile to believe the
palpable lies they tell? What can provoke
one to just rage more successfully than the
infantile palaver of _radio announcers trying to coerce you through an appea! to
your children of tender years ? These thrngs
are so shot through with deliberate exaggerations and dishonesty that one blushes
to be called a human being. Like eagles
gathering about carrion, so do men for
sake of material gain descend upon the
weak and credulous and with malice aforethought exploit the desires of their fellows
for "health, wealth, and wisdom."
The exploiter of the desire of men for
wisdom has become a close rival to the
quack the patent medicine racketeer, and
the biue-sky stock promoter. This book
contains some illuminating pages on modern institutions of higher learning and
justifiably pillories those in responsible

M
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positions for their cheap commercialization of what might represent the highest
in intellectual achievement.
The author's tirade again t some modern psychologi ts who have sold their birthright for a mess of pottage ought to do
something to correct a growing evil. He ( a
psychologist himself) writes: "Modern psychology has developed a slum district and
a rogue's gallery," and who will gainsay him? Although he enumerates many
things in the 170 pages of this book
which represent a Betrayal of Intelligence,
his pet peeve seems to be Dale Carnegie's
best seller: "How to Win Friends and Influence People," which Jastrow believes
should more appropriately have been
called: "How to Win Friends Among
Morons and Influence the Feeble-Minded."
He is also utterly out of patience with the
surrealists in art and literature. He asserts:
"One does not quite know whether these
authors and artists are poets or patients."
The book offers a number of epigrammatic statements which at once strike a
responsive chord. E.g.: "Create a belief in
the theory and the facts will create themselves." Again: "Antis are usually more
rabid than pros. Minds thus affected are
hopeless ; with perspective gone, reason
is not in them." Again: "When feeling
runs high, reason runs low." Finally: "Peo-

ple may be divided into those who are
reasonable except in spots, and those who
are reasonable only in spots."
The author writes in a popular style,
sometimes so much so that one senses
strained effort and a striving to produce
another "best seller." Unfortunately the
author sees in the prevailing dishonesty and
chicanery so evident on every hand, not so
much a fearful immorality which is a sin
against God and man, as merely an insult
to intelligence. Because of this he quite
naturally stakes his hopes for future improvement not on the regeneration of the
human heart but wholely and solely on
more intelligent thinking. "Logic," he
writes, "is the piling upon which civilization stands." If that be true, then we
had better begin to man the life-boats.
Equally, if not still more unfortunate than
the author's failure to grasp the moral and
spiritual implications of the modern American faker's trade, is his own betrayal ~f
intelligence when he glibly writes of mans
"arboreal ancestors " and thus swallows
hook, line and si~ker the whole fiction
of man's ascent from a bit of slimy protoplasm and casts aside the divine account of God's great creative work. _Ev~n
of him then, it is true: "Create a belief 1n
a theory and the facts will create themselves."

* * *
The General Ought To Know
"It would take all the ships in the world to bring 1,000,000
men and supplies for an invasion of this country," declared
Major General Smedley D. Butler recently. "They'd need piers
to land at and harbors to enter. Even if we hadn't a gun to
defend ourselves with, we could close any harbor in the country to any fleet. New York City's garbage for a single day,
dumped into Ambrose Channel, would block the harbor tighter
than a clam."

The theory that the sum total of
the economic forces acting upon capital would cause capital to work for
the greatest good of the greatest number, has proved true only so long as
the economy was expanding. With the
advance of industrialism the automatic
controls of the laissez faire system
have become less effective, and today
they even seem sometimes to operate
in reverse. But if business cannot
guarantee its own results, the government cannot keep from stepping in,
for it is neither possible nor desirable
for a democratic government to sit by
while a third of its citizens starve and
almost as many more fear for their
jobs.
"If the principles of democracy
and of private enterprise are to be
preserved, it is evident that private
enterprise must admit into its affairs,
as representatives of the people, a
government profoundly concerned
with the operation of the economic
system." If that is not done, and the
present system is permitted to work
out badly enough for long enough, it
is conceivable that the people will rise
up and abolish capitalism in favor of
communism, or democracy in favor of
fascism .

The
JUNE
Magazines
Each month THE CRESSET presents a check list of important
articles in leading magazines
which will be of interest to
our readers.

Fortune
Business-and-Government
. T~e present unemployment situation 15 due to the failure of American
~usiness to grasp the social implications of profit making. For 150 years
our government, by a kind of mutual
agreement, excluded itself from busi?ess. Meanwhile American business
in ope
. rafmg th e capitalist economy'
cons1stent1
·
.
. '
.
Ym1sappropnated
the pnncthip1es of democracy and made use of
emt0 its
· own enormous profit withoqut much regard to social 'conse. was evident
.
buences
. · BY 19 32 1t
that
a~lSIOess had failed to build a worke econom·
rnatel at . tc system, for approxiof Y htrd of our people were out

Mr. Roosevelt's Party
Preliminary figures for the Fortune
Quarterly Survey for July, based on
careful investigations, indicate that
54.7 per cent of the population approve of Mr. Roosevelt, while 34.4
disapprove, and 10.9 "don't know."

Work.
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Again, 7 .2 per cent think that Congress should work more do ely ith
the Pre ident than it has been doing,
while 0.6 per cent prefer it to show
an independent spirit, and 12.2 per
cent "don't know." On the basis of
these .figures and of the situation in
Roose elt's party, Fortttne finds that
the President is almost as popular now
as he was in 1936 and predicts that
the effects of his popularity at the
polls will keep the ew Deal in control of the Democratic party after the
fall election.

Forum
Which Churches Are
American?
By

DAVID CARL COLONY

This article assumes that Protestantism is aligned with Communism,
and Catholicism with Fascism. Since
Communism, Fascism, and Naziism
are enemies of Christ, Protestant and
Catholic leaders in this country must
take a firm stand against them. The
author of this article, the Rector of
St. Luke's Church in Philadelphia,
believes that he is meeting the issue
effectively by exacting from every
young man of his church, when he
reaches 21 years, the pledge that he
"will .fight Communism, Fascism, and
Naziism in the United States, with all
my might, as long as I live." He is
also convinced that "religious groups
whose consciences prohibit such public declarations of faith in democracy

are iciously dangerous to the Amer•
ican commonwealth. Their place is in
the bottomless pit. . . . The earlier
they are destroyed, the better." To
identify the Kingdom of God with a
political system is a very dangerous
misconception, as the fanaticism of
this article fully demonstrates.

Don't Give to Beggars
By

JAMES FINAN

When you give to a beggar, "it
hurts--hurts the recipient, society,
organized charity, and, in a subtle
manner, you yourself." This judgme~t
is based on the facts that begging is
largely a racket, and that there are i~
every community established organ~zations ready to help all needy apph·
cants. As a solution to the problem of
vagrancy the author proposes camps
such as the Swiss have profitably es·
tablished at Witzwill in Berne. The
statement of a New York Magistrate
that "we spend more per capita on
our vagrant drunkards than on the
education of our children," impresses
the enormity of the problem of va·
grancy.

The Best Seller Nobody Reads
By

FREDERICK

K.

STAMM

!t

This is an interesting plea_ of
Modernist for more Bible readingbat
is the contention of the au th0 r t h
.
.
•
d althoug
the Bible 1s not bemg rea I
thor's
it remains the best seller. The au . ted
'bl . restr1c
appreciation of the B1 e rs
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to its ethical teaching, and his approach
is thoroughly liberal. The article nevertheless has some significant sentences and paragraphs. Without the
Bible, "moral life becomes a barren
expediency, the world a puzzle, death
a horror, and eternity a blank. More
and more it shines as the only hope of
what without it is all darkness." It is
suggestive to observe, by the way, that
three articles in the June Fomm are
devoted to the church and religion.

Harper's
Japan's Partner
By

ELIOT JANEWAY

The argument of this article is
clearly stated in the author's summary: "Here, then, is the paradox.
1'he Japanese menace is made possible
by American exports. Because of the
Japanese menace our government is
bui~ding battleships with money
which might otherwise go for housing
or to ease the tax burden of our peo~le. What is to be done about this
situation ts
· up to t h e American
.
peo1
~ e. Here are the facts." A considerat~on of these facts reveals an inconsishtency which borders on insanity
w en it. .
d
ts viewe in the light of reaswohn, but which is profitable business
en ·t ·
gold { is seen under the dazzle of
ou · 0 remember, for example that
r scrap ·
'
ctea 5 d f -iron exports to Japan in39 ; rom ~14,188,000 in 1936 to
78
th ' ,ooo m 1937 is to glimpse
e reason b h. d h
e m t e paradox.
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Bed in Hell
By

ZEPHINE HUMPHREY

This short essay is of importance
only because it represents a philosophy of despair which is characteristic
of much of our contemporary thinking and writing. o prophet of doom
ever drew a gloomier or a more hopeless picture of the human race. There
is throughout an ironical, irreverent
sneering at modern man and his degradation. "We have lately disposed of
the concept of God as old-fashioned
and unscientific, but we shall perhaps
presently find ourselves constrained
to re-invent him in order to have
someone to laugh at us." There is
something shudderingly diabolical in
the conclusion that "perhaps it is
soberly true that the quicker we human beings kill ourselves and one
another the better we shall accomplish
our destiny." If such reflections were
but the outpourings of a disillusioned
and embittered mind, they could
easily be ignored. When they indicate
a trend in modern thinking, they are
ominous and symptomatic. Like the
weird tolling of warning bells in the
dark and the fog is the final sentence
- "In the last resort, a bed in hell
seems the sole nobility left to most of
us." And yet we still remember the
days when the fact of original sin was
rejected as too gloomy a view of man !

Partition in Palestine
By

JOHN GUNTHER

The author of Inside Europe gives

Th
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an enlightening account of the "Pale tine deadlock" and di cus e the findings of the Royal ommi sion ent to
Pale tine in 1936. The recommendation of the Commission to divide Palestine into three states, Jewish, British,
Arab, is now being considered by the
Colonial office, which a few months
ago announced that a commission
would go to Palestine to study the
technical problems involved in the
Partition Scheme. Jewish immigration
to Palestine reached its height in 1935,
with the number 61,854. In 1936
there were in Palestine 848,342 Moslems, 106,474 Christians, 370,483
Jews. The suggested partition would
give the Jewish state the whole north
of Palestine and include all the Jewish
population except the 75,000 in Jerusalem, which, ironically enough, would
be a part of the British state. One of
the results of the recent Italian-British
pact was the promise of Mussolini to
discontinue anti-British propaganda
in Palestine and Arabia. Whether this
promise and the Partition Scheme, if
put into effect, will make for a stable
Palestine, still remains to be seen. A
stable Palestine is the British hope and
objective for reasons far more practical and far less sentimental than the
protection of the Holy Places.

Scribner's
Advertising the Next War
By

TED PATRICK

As the average breathing spell between our wars is twenty-five years,

S

T

the author, a well-known advertising
copy writer, pre ents a eries of the
kind of "ad " experienced advertising
men ould write, if the Government
were to ask for them today, without
naming any particular nation as the
enemy.
e see, for example, an imaginary front page of the New York
Daily News announcing America's
entry into war. We have the Hollywood angle played up in another
"ad," showing an imaginary letter
from a soldier in a California camp
proudly telling hi "mom" that he
had danced, at a Y.M.C.A. affair,
with Ginger Rogers, Deanna Durbin,
and other movie stars. Again we have
the feminine hero-worship angle depicted in a double-page spread, showing a youth, reluctant to enlist, jilte~
by his girl, then encouraged by his
dad, taking the step, and finding t~e
young lady more in love with bun
than ever. Yes, these and the other
"ads" are good, but any one who remembers the horrors of the last war
cannot help praying that we'll never
have to pass through another to see
the best of our young American man·
hood lured to the sacrifice on the altar
of Mars by such propaganda !

Geography, Inc.
By lSHBELL Ross
The National ,Geo graphic Maga·
zine, fifty years old this year, come~
in for examination. We are informe
that where two or three English·
speaking persons are gathered.
gether may be found the N at1on

t:j
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Geographic, hich, after a half century, enjoys a virtuous reputation and
a full treasury. The circulation problem, the bugbear of every magazine,
has been sol ed by the member hip
device. The appeal is to the joining
instinct. Nominations to member hip
must be made by members in good
standing, but the committee on admissions is both helpful and lenient,
and can find spon ors for unknown
individuals. Then there is a special
s~bscription list for libraries, corporations, institutions, and applicants who
reside in prisons.
Shunning the fl.i ppancy of the smart
publications and the harsh impact of
the realistic school National Geographic represents ; world of escape
as well as education. It makes no
claims for distinction in literary style
and avoids controversial subjects and
~he critical note. Its chief aim is to
tn~orm and to please. Each issue con~ams from six to ten articles, profusely
tllu strated in black and white and in
color. It has a circulation wei'l over a
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million, and its average advertising
re enue since 1929 is over a million
dollars annually.

don herold examines
Scribner's does a lot of "examining" in this issue, and the inimitable
Don Herold does a bit of his own.
He says that he is meticulous about
making his tax returns and paying his
taxes, but he doubts whether he gets
more than fifteen cents on the dollar
in value received. He realizes that
much of his tax money goes for wars,
past and future, and pointedly adds:
'Tm satisfied that ninety per cent of
war is just school-boy nonsense, perpetrated by politicians whose motives
are about as high as a Scottie's abdomen. Even the most patriotic Americans now concede that we simply went
on a sentimental jag in the World
War and got about a dime's worth of
good for every dollar we spent." One
might argue with Don on the last
point. Some of us feel that a dime is
putting it too high.

* * *
"Politics is the art of orgamzmg and preserving for the
organizers the means of existence and the way of life these
organizers prefer."-JOHN CHAMBERLAIN

T

Low-Brow Examined
SIR:
When I began to read "The Confession of a Low-Brow" in the June
CRESSET, it made me snort. But as I read
on and on and could peer more and more
deeply into the dreary windings of that
underprivileged heart, an overwhelming
pity possessed me. Poor Low-Brow! He
knows that all is not with him as it should
be. He does not like what others like.
Jazz bands stimulate him to atavistic
dreams; a symphony concert gives him a
bad case of drooping spirits; at the opera
he wants to shoot peas at people. His
taste in the pictorial arts and in literature
is such that when he talks about it his
friends pat him on the shoulder and say,
''That's all right, old man. But you never
trip up blind people or steal milk bottles
from back porches. And that is more
than can be said for some folks."
Certain people may have felt that it
was indelicate of Mr. Low-Brow, in his
correspondence, to open his mouth, as it
were, in public and invite everybody to
step up and inspect his peculiar tonsils
and take a look at the warts on his tongue.
Most of us reserve such intimacies for our
doctor friend, when he has asked us to
come over to his office. But let no one

bl me
r L - r w • i ca e is differnt. H i acut ly c n ci u of the abn rmality and oddity f hi f clings, and
that con ciou n
mak him r ard him·
If
e dud d fr m th company of bis
f llowm n. H f c l thnt by drawing them
into hi c nfid nee he i <loi n something
to r t re the breach an i , at least in so
for, at ne with them.
All c nfid nc s are intended to lift us
f the
ential loneliness of our
]iv . ome f th m we whisper to the
m n an the tar or to the airy creatures
of our fancy and f el that they have be•
come partn r with u and understand.
For others ·only living, breathing human
being will serve.
or need they alwa~s
c mprehend and be concerned: it is
enough that we have let them know.
That Low-Brow offers his confidences
with a certain swagger and tries to have
one read between the Jines that he rather
glories in being different, will deceive _no
one. He is really striving to convince him·
self that he enjoys being out of step, b~t
deep down he knows that he doe~n ·
He is honest in recognizing the situation,
but not in evaluating it. People who c~not eat soup without drowning out t ~
0
conversation may speak disparagingly
the soft-sipping ones, but that does .n?t
indicate that they would not prefer to ioin
their guild.
5
Yet Low-Brow's case is not hope!~_.
1
He is only imperfectly socialized, a~dr ~
1
deficiencies admit of remedy.
tion depends on the harmony O • t
51
constituent parts of society, and the
~~way to attain harmony is throug u
• h'10 nar·
formity or at most variation wit
'
'
.
con·
row limits. Where principles are
a
cerned, non-conformity may become ral
matter of duty, but taste has no dmo m·
implications. It may be molded an f .c:ds
promised without scruple. If ourd rieand
make a practice of serving avoca os uJti·
we do not like avocados: why not c the
vate a taste for them? If it becoI?estheir
fashion for men to wear feathers in ht to
hats: why insist that feathers oug

Soct ::e

t
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be kept sacr d to w m n an Jndi n ?
If we have a c mpani n
h like t
talk ba eball: why n t 1 k at the port
page once in a while?
And so with the thin
Brow conflicts with the
ner 1 ta t . He
probably accomm dat
him elf in cl thing, food, furniture, and the like t the
prevailing mode.
hy not in the things?
Are they not likewise matter
f f hion
to which the predicate of ri ht and wr ng
do not apply and in which the terms g od
~nd bad have only a purely relative m aning? With a little effort ne can develop
a taste for almost anythin , and one betrays no trust by doing so. On the c ntrary, one may thereby add a
d deal
to one's peace of mind and one's enjoy~ent of life through putting oneself into
armony with one's companions and one's
surroundings. It may also enable one to
eat wi th gusto the peas that come one's
~ay inst ead of wanting to shoot them at
1noffensive
· people at the opera.
LLOYD WARNER

Buffalo, New y ork
SIR:

1 The letter to the Editor from "A Hopeess Low Br " . .
.
he is t : ow 1s mterestrng reading. If
too "h
to say that THE CRESSET is
no att ig_ · row," please, Mr. Editor, pay
ention to him

:Y~1

bro:~a hav~ a gr~at sufficiency of lowit 15•
gazines on the market already and
'
1 e to have a first-class magazine fworth wh'l
or a change
It is a
·
Banse ,
great pleasure to read Walter
n s criticis p h
doesn't l 'k . m. er aps Mr. Low-Brow
spiration~ e it, hut to me it is a real in-

I am to 1 b
Art secf O ow- row to appreciate the
100
account
of the magazine, but on no
down t Would I desire to have it brought
O
It
rny level of appreciation
seerns to
h
.
C!lESSEt .
me t at no part of THE
15
superiorit . too "high-brow." We need
y in order to raise the standards
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f ur appreciation.
"hi h-brow" tu.ff.
hica o, Illin is

fore power to the

A

O YMOUS

ir:
Let Di ene put away hi lantern. In
"Lo -Brow" THE CRESSET has come to
the cod of his quest-an honest man.
PAUL ]UERGE SEN
an a City, Kansa

N aziism Again
SIR:

I am amu ed at the tatement of John
E. imon, in your April letter column, that
he is not attempting to justify
aziism.
He, ho ever, makes the effort to discredit
my February article on aziism by waxing
sarcastic at a quotation from the ew York
Times which describes a
azi pagan
Christmas celebration. If he had read
thoughtfully, he would have realized that
I was showing the nature of Nazi ideology
from its authoritative writings, Hitler's My
Battle and Rosenberg's Mythm, and that
the quotation from the New York Times
had no importance. It was inserted later.
A friend of mine, who was incensed at
the article but made no attempt to disprove it, wrote me, " Hitler is a great man.
I love Germany." I have never in any
article of mine discussed Hitler. I am not
much concerned about Hitler, but very
much concerned about Naziism. It is not
that I do not love Germany, but that I
love the gospel of Christ and the salvation
of souls more. It is to me very inconsistent,
to say the least, . to be bitterly attacking
communism and to be silent on Naziism.
As Bolshevism is essentially atheistic and
active in rooting out all religion, Naziism,
in its ideology of blood and soil, is essentially anti-Christian and active in destroying the Christian religion. We need to let
the world know that Hitler's shadow is not
over the church.
]. FREDERIC WENCHEL

Washington, D.C.
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Th

C nc ming Po try
IR

• hy do you wa t g
in
uch illy
ms?
b ter define
illy as-"lack of rdinary tr n th of
mind ."
p to now there has not b n a
m in THE
E ·T that I could undertand. our an v.cr t me will probably
be, " hy don't you get educated?" All
right, you win that round!
But, my dear Editor, turn to page 69
of your May i sue. There, at last, is a
poem that I can comprehend. The poetc
says, "Tear down the buildings and shovel
them away. Build brick heaps and dust
heap . We are hungry for star ." ow, I
ask you!?!
To me there is nothing more orderly
than G od's firmament. The G od I know
is a God of order. Yes, view the heaven !
But don't tum every other thing into disorder-don't throw buildings into dust
heaps to see the stars. If the buildings are
in the way, why not follow God's example
by being more orderly: take your car and
go out into the country? You can see
more stars out there anyway. Here's a
tip, If it's raining, don't go! If you haven't
a car, the big buildings which are supposed
to be in the way have elevators. Go to the
tallest building- take an elevator up to the
roof- you'll be closer to the stars.
Boy, did that poem ever sock some of
us between the eyes! Just imagine-some
morning many of us would come to town
and find our office buildings, where we
have to work for a living, laid out in heaps
of dust, if some one had not yet shoveled
them away. Then we would go hungry.
And woe be unto us- we couldn't eat the
stars.
WALTER F. BLUMENSTEIN
Chicago, Illinois

English Journalism
SIR:
It is rather amusing to see how THE
CRESSET constantly quotes from English

ne .,,. p p r

nd t lk

a

ut them as a

pe of journali m. The British edi-

tor ar no m re thical than their American brother , an there are plenty of newspap r in ·n Ian which THE CRESSET
uld condemn. The only thing that decid the content f a newspaper, except
the Christian Science Monitor, which is
not strictly a new paper because it is subidized, i the r ader interest. If the
fanchester Guardian would not be able
to sell its paper with the present setup, it
would print s mething th at would sellor go out of business. The head of the
London Times is no more ethical or sin·
cere than McCormick or H earst or Villard.
MARTIN SCHMITT

Champaign, Illinois

Commercialized Missions
IR:

I read the review of J. W. Vand~rcook's book, Dark Islands, with gre~t .10~
terest, especially the reference to miss;°
fields. You quote the official title O .a
Plantation ' owned by the Roman Catholic
Society of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Per·
mit an explanation. It really should g~
to the author, but it would be of no
to try it. I have done such things be ore,
and always without success. A few years
ago a New York Viking, a Mr. Robinson
(but not Crusoe) cruised with his schoo~·
.
h
'
. . d any th
aJ1S·
er m sout em waters, v1s1te m
0
sion stations in New Guinea, and e.
published his observations . and ex'htrt;
ences He "saw" how a native broug .
·
mis·
small bag filled with vegetables to a .. 01
sion store and received in return 'ble
cash," but a few empty bo~tles ! Ho:C1ess
how the missionaries exploit 0e h~Pt it
aborigines! I explained to h1rn t ~ure
was the customary mode of proce feed
otherwise known as barter, and pr~.c \h''
for centuries. If the native wa_nts Ca~~ is
he will tell the buyer about tt.
for
needed when the tax collector
the
the annual ingathering. Undoubte Y

rat

co~t

July 19 8
native to whom the ilcin r f rr d had
use for the gla .
Now to the plantations and the nam
"Sacred Heart of J u ." Practically all
mission societies operating in e
uinea
have cocoanut plantation . It i not o
much for worldly gain, because the price of
copra fluctuates. The plantation , ho ever
give the native an opportunity to w rk and
to_ earn something. They even play a certain role in the evangelization work. For
details see On Both Sides of the Eq11ator,
by_ B:aun and Sheatsley. Recently the ElsaM1ss1on, under the control of the Aust:alian Lutheran Church, bought a plantation on Rook Island. The Au tralian Law
~a~ no provision for incorporation of rehg1ous bodies and mission societies. Hence
~hey must organize as "business concerns"
10 New Guinea. For this reason we have
"The Sacred Heart of Jesus," or "Holy
Ghost Ltd.," "Lutheran Mission Madang,"
and others, and all their properties bear
th e respective "label."
F. BRAUN
New Hampton, Iowa

Going Up
What does The Alembic mean by "of
~y Twenty-four Readers" (April p 19) :>

read The Alembic and that mak;s t~enty~
fiVe.

N

ew Madrid, Missouri

ALICE HAUPT

The CIO
Sm.:

I do not l'k
United M· 1 e your CIO editorial. The
organ. . tne Workers is Lewis' personal
see a tzatton' as you k now. D 1'd you ever
tra repo~t of this organization? For what
nsgress1on
th b
$10 0 t f s can at ody fine workers
O
from
~300 and more or prevent them
getting empl oyment un 1ess the umon
.
0.1( •s th .
lllon·
etr application? Why the comacceptance of the fact that "to run a
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union i no job for a squeamish man"?
The editorial ays the workers wanted
"dee nt orking c nditions, decent hours,
d c nt pay." Then hy were the biggest
. trike in plant that had that? I mean
G. ., Chry ler, Inland Steel, etc.
by
there no mention of pay in some of
trike and union recognition became
the main point? The textile workers are
the lo est paid group: why were they
practically ignored by the CIO? They
knew that the mills could not pay more
and so there ould be no profit in it for
the union.
I could write you reams of our experiences here, but a few indications will have
to suffice. A small plant, employing some
of my friends, is working: Everybody is
satisfied. As the people come out a man
says: "This place is on strike; report at
the hall." This CIO man has never done
a lick of work, is about 21 years old, the
product of a reform school. By rabblerousing the workers are pepped up for a
strike; the thoughtful ones have their
doubts-they remember the last time.
They say nothing, for it is fresh in all
our minds how the flying squadrons of
CIO come around nights and break windows, smear up a house so badly that it
has to be painted again to make it presentable. The strike goes on a few weeks;
the CIO leaders simply cannot be reasoned
with and the place liquidates. No job at any
wage for these people! A man, 37 years
old, with a wife and two children, who
always worked here is now in New Jersey, the only place he could find an opening in his particular line. Now multiply
this by several dozen- and is the church
affected? Many of the others are on relief.
Was that necessary? Can the country stand
that for any length of time?
The editorial says: "The CIO should
without qualification be condemned for
every act of illegality." Right; and then
it would have very few members. The
only way the CIO built up its numerical
strength is by "herding 'em in" by strong-
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Th

T

R

. Put th
the church, or any
tion o th it c n ain m m
r u i n nd not by thr at
hich ke p most f th m in
will
n
the difference.
Did you ever think f thi : Th re are
today over 35,000,000 worker gainfully
mployed in th e
nited tat . till,
with all the pre sure, both facti ns of
labor have only succeeded in getting le
than 25% as members. If the union could
how results, would not the membership
be larger? If the people really wanted
something like that, would they not ea ily
be able to form or join such an outfit?
THE PROWLER
alem, Mas achusetts

Chickens and Music
Sm:
I have just offered a libation of pure
Illinois grape and vowed a vow to be a
supporter of THE CRESSET ad infinitum.
Nothing has helped my high blood pressure more than to find that people in the
upper brackets, who go to operas and concerts wearing folding Oxfords and a stiff
shirt ( such as are the Editors of THE
CRESSET) [Wrong again-Ed.] do not all
hear the same thing. It is consoling that
the interpretation of some combinations of
sound, etc., suggest to some the singing
of unhatched chickens, whereas they were
intended to depict their dancing and cavorting, or vice versa. Perhaps now I shall be
pardoned for the error I made the other
day. It happened at the local post office.
They were handling a shipment of day-old
chicks. I said to a friend that it must have
been in the spring of the year and in a
post office when the inspiration was captured for that famous masterpiece known
as Turkey in the Straw. Whereupon I
was told that I was in error, for everyone
knows that day-old chicks haven't scratched
yet, and the music of Turkey in the Straw

andalia, Jllinoi

Bach Again
IR:

Although I have nj yed the friendship
r. H. D. Bruenin for a number of
year , have learned to regard him . a~ a
seri u -minded and able church mustc1an,
and although I have also known his opi~ions concerning the character of Bach s
music for some time his remarks in la5t

f

month's issue of T11~ CRESSET have filled
me with no little amount of grave concern.
Mr. Bruening' s remarks are welcomed
undoubtedly, not only by those who never
did like Bach and his music, but also by
those who are not at all interested in the
type of music which Mr. Bruening _a nd
others would like to see introduced into
the churches. Most people who reject Bach
will reject also Hassler, Eccard, Schuetz,
and Praetorius and a host of other great
Lutheran com~osers. Why publicize an
opinion which calls for delicate treatment
even among mature church musicians? ,
Mr. Bruening quotes Dr. w·ismars

words concerning instrumental and secu1~r
tendencies in Bach. To me these wor ds
f · an
have always seemed rather un aH'dd J.
illogical. I am positive that Dr. Mi \
schulte meant to point only to a P.~;he
technical difference when he stated, B
difference between them ( Bach and ~ndel) lies in their fundamental conception
h' instru·
of tone: Handel's voca1, Bac . s B ch
mental." Having studied the music of aw
and Handel with Middelschulte, I kn~he
very well what he thinks of e~ch. !Mid·
d
q uotation referred to by Dr. W1smar,
· ·t an
delschulte says nothing of the ~ptrt these
ecclesiastical character of the mus~c of fur·
great composers. When Dr. W1smar

Jul
thermore conclu es that Bach
clesiastical because notably
Schumann, Brahm and
n r deri ed
some of their material fr m B ch' mu ic
he is drawing a conclusion hich is to me
faulty and errone u .
ing the same argument Dr. Wismar u es, it w uld be ea y
indeed to prove that the Epi tle of the
Apostle Paul are dangerou becau e Paul
had drawn from pagan literature, that the
sermons of pastor are misleading if they
at one time studied the Greek and Latin
classics. Why not then be consistent and
con.elude that Ha sler's, Praetorius', and
He10r. Schuetz's music is unsuited for our
purposes because it betrays Italian influence, that certain other composers ( e.g.
Schroeter and Lechner) should be ignored
beca~se they were influenced by the
madrigal type of music, etc.?
Every outstanding composer learns from
other composers, even from those who
v.:rote in a style and for a purpose which
differed from his own. Most great composers have learned more this way than
from their teachers. Our outstanding modern composers study the music of Bach
becau · ·
se 1t JS great music not because it
offers them a bag of tricks' popular among
~~velty:seekers. Dr. Wismar concludes:
. ach 1s decidedly and distinctly modern
in most of his works and for that very reaso~ decidedly and distinctly not ecclesiastical" (P
ro. Ecclesia Lutherana, III, p.
103 1
of
quest10n the logic and correctness
p ! ~- remark. To me it reveals bias and
creiu ice. I readily admit that modern
s~am~?sers have written very little outn mg church music· a materialistic age
cannot
b
'
Prod . e very_ productive when it comes to
"'odUCJng fruits of the spirit. However if
... ern
'
ly th composers would study more deep11
he cantatas of Bach as well as the St.
"tatt ew p .
rich
. . ass1on and absorb some of the
\\louJ?tritual values of this music, we
"'u . undoubtedly see more good church
~ hcw·tt
.
.
is b . ri en today. That JS premely what
rnu/1.ng done by the very few modern
ic1ans who are wntmg
..
goo d ch urch

t·.

19
mu ic.
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fay their number increase.
ith regard to Bach and pietism I feel
that too many words are wasted and too
many worrie concocted. I have used Bach's
music for many years and have never yet
b en driven into an uncomfortable corner
by a pietistic text. Pietism was in the air
in Bach's day just as unionism and other
perniciou isms are in the air today; what
is more, Bach disapproved of pietism just
as vehemently as the devout Christian disapproves of the dangerous tendencies rampant in the world today. Why then throw
up our hands at the mere mention of Bach's
name and say, "Jiggers, a pietist"? Luther
did not treat the hymns and liturgical music of the early church that way.
One point more. I always become impatient when I hear people argue against
the churchly character of Bach's music by
pointing to the dramatic elements which
enter in at times. In the first place they
ignore the fact that Bach was essentially a
lyric and not a dramatic composer. Karl
Straube of Leipzig stresses this point time
and time again. In the second place such
people also ignore the fact that in the
music of practically all great composers
the dramatic element plays an important
part. Does not Praetorius become dramatic
and even pompous in some of his church
music for triple and quadruple choruses? Is
Hassler quiet and soothing in his "Blessed
Savior, Our Lord Jesus"? I know of nothing more dramatic than the Credo ( of all
texts!) of Palestrina's famous Marcellus
Mass. Why then hold it against Bach when
he becomes dramatic at times? We need
not use his cantata, "Es erhub sich ein
Streit," in a service anymore than we need
use his G minor Fantasy as the voluntary
of a service. Bach was, after all, also an
artist, and so were Hassler, Schuetz, and
others, who likewise did not always succeed in suppressing dramatic impulses
when setting sacred texts to music. I have
never been able to understand why those
who stress the unecclesiastical character
of Bach's music will at the same time
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point to Heinr. Schuetz and others as the
ideal church composers. Why do they ignore the fact that Schuetz, for example, is
one of the most dramatic composers the
world has yet seen? I agree with them that
Schuetz is a great church composer, but I
do not believe that those are consistent who
say Schuetz is O K but Bach is unfit. Let
us not forget that it was Heinr. Schuetz
who introduced grand opera into Germany.
If we wish to drop dramatic music from
church services entirely (I refer not only to
the extreme "Unfold Ye Portals" type),
will we then not also be obliged to drop
the rhetorical sermon, the reading of certain portions of Scripture, etc.?
Bach has written and arranged so much
music which is thoroughly ecclesiastical in
character ( think of his glorious chorale
harmonizations alone !) that we need not
worry about those numbers which are not
ecclesiastical: much of his unecclesiastical
music is so difficult that the average choirmaster will be obliged to keep his hands
off. Why not then rejoice over the fact that
Bach has given us so much for the church
service rather than create misgivings concerning the productions of Lutheranism's
greatest musical genius? The problem involved calls for judicious treatment even
in the classroom where Lutheran church
music is taught. Why then throw it into
the laps of those whose training was not in
the field of Lutheran church music?
wALTER E. BuszIN
Ft. Wayne, Ind.

In Defense of The Alembic
SIR:

After having waited four months in
vain for a defense of The Alembic against
the mordant attack by Music and Music
Makers, I am compelled by an inner urge
to take a stand for The Alembic.
Also music, its appreciation and review, must be distilled in the alembic of
one's Christianity. Only there are its truth

and beauty properly evaluated! It requires
no special training in music on the part
of the Christian to recognize the corrupt
and sensual in certain musical works.
The music editor confesses in the February CRESSET, page 43: "But the writer
of this article is not ashamed to admit that
he is always thrilled to the bone when _he
hears the composition (Bolero by Maurice
Ravel) performed by a fine orchestra under
a competent conductor." What does he
wish to prove by such statement? Does a
"thrill" make musical compositions truly
beautiful? Does a "thrill" serve as a en·
terion for truth?
Bolero, in my humble opinion, i~ _one
of the most sensual musical composition:
ever penned! That even the producers 0
films regard it in a similar vein was made
evident to this writer last year when he
happened to see it interpreted by a film
danseuse as an extra feature at an art
cinema.
. if
I would like to know, Mr. Editor,
corruption and sensuality can fill the he~
of men, and not find any expression. 10
their music? Of course, I am not thinkin~
0
of any individual as I write this, leaS t
all of Mr. Ravel.
. jves
A technical knowledge of music g.
wre·
no one the right to overrule th e r~q A
ments of truth, beauty, and propriety. ot
technical knowledge of music ~oes n d
make one a musician. A technical ant
· does no
encyclopedic knowledge of mu.sic
ass
give one the sole and final right tO P n·
. .
On the co
judgment upon a composition.
of
trary, it is the privilege, e~en the du~ical
every individual !o dis~il also ,;e Jove
works in the alembic of his heart. . •t is
of music and the ability to app~e~at~~n
innate, common to all man~n · t upO0
what is musical criticism ~ased if 0 ~al aod
common sense fortified with technl Jlllllon
encyclopedic knowledge? And co
sense is fairly common.
. 1
More power to The Alembic· ...,,.
F. M,4.CBJJ.•
Steubenville, Ohio

Contributors=Problems=Final Notes
PERHAPS there is some profound
inner connection between our two
major articles this month. Both are
concerned with controversial subjects.
The more one examines the strange
tenets of Communism, the greater becomes the desire to
go fishing. We suspect that under the
long view fishing is
more important. Long
afterCommunism has
become the memory
of~ momentary aberration in the history of the race man
will still argu~ the
relative merits of
;orm or fly on moonlit nights. "A
;eface to Communism" is by F. J.
Wenc?el, pastor at Christ Church,
m~-htngton, D.C. Mr. Wenchel is
t \ ing an extended journey to Cenra Europe this summer and we hope
to pr
,
esent several articles from his
k ~·~uring the fall. "Let's Go Fishg ts from the pen of a man whose
professi
·
hobb _on 15 _ academic but whose
15
Y
fishmg. In addition to the
. . ,em 6 ers Of th
viewer
• e staff, our guest reler
for this month is W. A. Poehfo, rastor of Bethlehem Church
rristow M'
'
n, mnesota. In response
00
ur reque t f b.
.
.
tion
s or 10graphical mfor, Mr. Poehler forwards the fol-

lowing interesting note:
"Subject of this note had the usual
education prerequisite for his profession, receiving the B.D. degree from
a Lutheran Seminary
in St. Louis in 1929.
Learned about the
seamy side of life
working for the Yellow Cab Company in
Chicago. Travelled
extensively in Western Canada during
the peak of the immigration period after
the war, during 19261928; conducted a
column of bucolic
wit in a county newspaper during the first
exciting years of the depression and
the Farm Holiday movement in
Northern Minnesota-until the readers found out the author ; no books ;
one short story; a number of articles
and shorter contributions to newspapers and periodicals; once had ambitions as a xylophone artist, having
appeared as guest-artist at stations
KYW and WBBM, Chicago, and as
staff artist at Station KFUO, a religious station at St. Louis. Now
safely married; three children. Vocation: Theology. Official positionPastor of Bethlehem Church, Morristown. A vocation: science, literature,
arts."
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Lamp
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2
mong he bo k re ·i
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entc

in

i u one i of unu u 1 im ortance n
e are de oting pace to it comm nsurate ith it ignificance.
refer
to the re iew of Thomas
ann'
Joseph in Egypt. Undoubtedly horna
ann is the most important no elist li ing today, and each successive
olume from his pen is carefully reiewed in our literary journals. Hi
influence on contemporary thought
has been o wide and deep that the
amount of space devoted to the review of his latest novel is entirely
justified.
Our Letter Column is unusually
long this month. A number of our
readers felt it necessary to reply to
"Confession of a Low-Brow," and we
are happy to print their counsel
and advice. In addition, our musicians
are engaged in the great indoor sport
of determining the merits of Bach.
Although our meager musical equipment makes it imperative that we
view the battle from the sideline, we
are certain that our readers will be
interested in the different points of

*

oth
r. Bruening
are fir t rate musi•
ian an th y rite w 11.
During the pa t f w months we
h e repeatedly recei c reque ts for
re iew of pecific books. Whenever
po ible we hall be happy to accede
to such request . It may be well, how·
ever, to point out again that the pr<>:·
ess of choosing books for review in
THE CR SSET must necessarily be
highly selective because of limitations
of space. Our usual procedure is to
examine the first announcements of
all publishers and to choose the books
which will be of particular interest_to
our readers or those which promise
to reach a place on the best seller liSt
Perhaps it is advisable to point out
again that at times a perfectly worth·
less book will receive an unusual
amount of space just because it is
widely read and acclaimed. We have
made every effort to reduce reviews
of this type to a minimum, but ap·
parently the majority of our readers
agree that at times they become neces·
sary.

* *

Mass-Production
"Mass-production necessitates a forcible normalization of
needs, classifying human beings in accordance with its own
standard, introducing fictive qualities into life, and creating the
illusion of uniformity where nature had created multiplicity."RENE FULOP-MILLER.

FORTHCOMING

ISSUES

I.

In" Tctcs and Comment" the editors will continue their
brief comment on the world of public affairs and modern
thought.

II.

Major articles during the coming months will include:
RADIO'S ACCOUNT WITH RELIGION
MODERN LITERATURE: BEGINNINGS-MANIFESTATIONS (I)

THE ROAD
MODERN LITERATURE: MANIFESTATIONS (JI)

III.

In future issues the editors will review, among many
others, the following books:
MY AusTRIA

..•...••.•..•••....•..••..... Kurt Schuschnigg

MORLEY'S MAGNUM •• •••••••••••••••••• Christopher

Morley

FASHION IS SPINACH ••••••••••••••••••••••• Elizabeth

Hawes

THE HUNDRED YEARS •••••••••••.•.•.•••• . Philip

Guedalla

THE MORTAL STORM ••••••••••••••••.•••• . Phyllis

Bottome

NAPOLEON ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• • Boris

Sokoloff

WINGED PHARAOH •••••••••••••.••• •.• .•••••••. Joan

Grant

THE FLYING YORKSHIREMAN ••••..••••. • ••••• . Eric

Knight

FATHER COLDSTREAM ••••.•.••.•••..•••••••. • Julian

Duguid

PARTS UNKNOWN •••••••••.••••. . Frances

Parkinson Keyes

THE YEARLING ••••••••••••••••• • Marjorie

Kinnan Rawlings

THE EDUCAT1mi OF A DIPLOMAT •••••••••.•• Hugh
OUR COUNTRY, OUR PEOPLE, AND THEIRS ••...• M.

A

Wilson
E. Tracy

PHILOSOPHY FOR A MODERN MAN ••••••••.•..•.• H.

Levy

